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Abstract

Object identification has become one of the focussed areas in computer vision. It

is widely utilized in various computer vision applications, e.g., robotics, security,

mobile apps, transportation, and many more. A conventional definition of object

identification, is deciding whether two observations are the same object or not. This

thesis redefines this definition by giving a broader alternative context to the existing

computer vision applications that could be slotted in such a way to describe the

conventional definition more clearly.

Chapter 1 introduces a new definition of image matching for an identity as “object

identification” to systematically generalize two, or even more scenarios. To iden-

tify objects in a computer vision application, input images are generally matched to

another set of output images. These two image sets are generally identified by in-

ferring from both input and output sides as an image pair. Based on this idea, the

“pairing concept” is introduced here. To discuss this new concept, existing computer

vision, especially object identification tasks are carefully analyzed and redefined. To

start with, object identification is categorized into three categories; Instance-to-Class,

Instance-to-Value, and Instance-to-Instance. The first category, Instance-to-Class ob-

ject identification, is familiar and straightforward as in traditional image recognition

tasks, e.g., face classification. Next, the second category, Instance-to-Value object

identification, provides solutions for different image recognition problem settings,

e.g., regression and key-point matching. For these two categories of object iden-

tification, since the instances are not paired, but rather straightforwardly identified

as one class or value, they are not the main interest of this thesis. Meanwhile, the

third category, Instance-to-Instance object identification, is discussed in this thesis

through the newly proposed pairing concept between input and output instances. In

order to explain the pairing concept, the thesis will focus on Research topic 1: Object

pose estimation with incremental viewpoints and Research topic 2: Set-to-set Person
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re-identification. The former is an example of pairing images from different view-

points for optimal multi-view object pose estimation, while the latter is an example

of pairing images of people for wide area surveillance, respectively.

Chapter 2 reviews the current work in the discussed fields and comprehensively an-

alyzes the state-of-the-art in this field. Existing works related to object identification

for pose estimation and person re-identification, together with object identification

applications are introduced.

Chapter 3 introduces an example of the Instance-to-Instance object identification as

pairing images from different viewpoints; Research topic 1: object pose estimation

with incremental viewpoint. Generally, the aim of the task is estimating an object’s

pose from a single observation. Traditionally, the estimated pose is a value that is

yielded as a result of Instance-to-Value object identification. However, most exist-

ing works on single-viewpoint pose estimation face the ambiguity problem, which

occurs when an object cannot be fully captured from one viewpoint or occluded.

To solve this ambiguity problem, it is essential to select an alternative viewpoint.

Averaging the original and current viewpoints with a careful arrangement and de-

cision could infer the best viewpoint among all viewpoints. For this, this thesis

introduces an entropy-based score of the object pose ambiguity; by selecting a view-

point that minimizes this score, the best next-viewpoint is recommended. Evaluation

is performed with synthetic object images of several indoor object categories. It

demonstrates that the proposed method can properly estimate a pose when facing an

ambiguous angular pose for a given object category, which is very important when

considering the pose estimation in a categorical level, e.g., comparing mug images

from many mug types.

Chapter 4 introduces an example of the Instance-to-Instance object identification as

pairing images of people; Research topic 2: simultaneous person re-identification.

In general, the aim of this task is identifying all persons in scenes captured from

different cameras which could be considered as paring persons between query and
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gallery sets from the pairing perspective. Traditionally, the single query pairing set-

ting in Instance-to-Instance object identification is applied, whereas similarity of

persons that appear in two different cameras is compared individually. However, in

such a naı̈ve approach, redundant matching or pairing occurs, where one of the per-

sons could be paired with multiple persons, leading to degraded performance. This

occurs when the pairing is performed without considering the successfully paired

persons. In addition, until recently, a small number of work focussed on non-similar

image numbers in the person re-identification task, where the number of images

in query and gallery sets are unbalanced. Therefore, this thesis proposes a person

re-identification method that challenges two issues; redundant pairing and multi-

ple query pairing for person identification based on object selection and arrangement

during the image pairing process. Concretely, the Stable Marriage Algorithm (SMA)

is introduce to solve the problem. Evaluation is performed with publicly existing

dataset images of pedestrians in a two-camera condition setting. It demonstrates that

the proposed method can successfully pair the persons between query and gallery

cameras individually or simultaneously, which is essential when facing similar and

non-similar numbers of images in query and gallery sets.

Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis and discusses object identification based on Re-

search topics 1 and 2, where their solutions can be considered under one framework.

To better understand the implications of pairing approaches in object identification,

as the thesis’s future outlook, the studies and exploration could address other appli-

cations in computer vision under the proposed framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, the innovation and technology surrounding human life keep growing up-

wards, accelerating highly accurate and reliable systems for all life purposes. Human

interactions with technology appliances have changed over time [1]. This interaction

change is easy to realize, along with the Industrial Revolution, the transition to new

manufacturing processes in United Kingdom, continental Europe, and the United

States, from the first Industrial Revolution to the recent Fourth Industrial Revolu-

tion (IR 4.0) [2] The positive change in the way we live, is that technology helps us

gain quality and safe life. One of the technical fields which deliver good quality in

life is computer vision. Computer vision endeavors to extract creative and practical

information of an object’s visual appearances from signals received from a visual

sensor in the form of an an image or a video [3]. From robotic manufacturing to

security monitoring and alerting applications, computer vision delivers a vast benefit

to people [4]. Recently, it has been considered as one of Artificial Intelligence (AI)

solutions to many types of problems [5].

The object identification topics are discussed frequently as a computer vision task

such as object detection, object classification, object estimation, object re-identifica-

tion, and many more. Most of the work in object identification has focussed on ex-

tracting better image features until the prevalence of the recent deep learning [6, 7].

Nevertheless, the study on the basic matching or identification between one object to

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

another object is yet necessary. This thesis is presented as the author’s challenge of

looking into how an object is properly matched or identified. The thesis introduces a

new definition of “object identification” to identify objects in various aspects in vari-

ous existing computer vision tasks. Existing computer vision tasks will be redefined

under the “pairing” concept; considering an object paired with another object, which

will lead the thesis to a new way of observing conventional object identification.

The following Section 1.1 will describe the idea of pairing. Then by utilizing three

new categories of object identification tasks under the pairing concept; Instance-

to-Class, Instance-to-Value, and Instance-to-Instance, this pairing framework is ex-

plained. Since the former two categories have previously been studied well, they will

not be studied in detail in this thesis, but they will be explained how they could be a

part of the categories under the new concept. Next, Section 1.2 introduces existing

computer vision applications, which serves as an introduction to the newly defined

pairing concept for object identification tasks. The main contribution, including the

overview of the proposed methods is introduced in Section 1.3. Furthermore, general

descriptions of the research covering problems and proposed solutions are introduced

in Section 1.4. Finally, Section 1.5 presents the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Pairing

To explain the importance of pairing in identification, the matching in an identifica-

tion task with the pairing concept is introduced and discussed in this Section. Pairing,

the term we use in the thesis, finds the best combination of two instances by compar-

ing the similarity of instances or images between compared images. Introducing the

pairing concept as the main core of identification could improve the general identifi-

cation performance, since it carefully pairs the instances based on the needs of each

application.

The identification problem could be observed in a new pairing framework with a

variety of problem settings, depending on the given input and output for various
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Query Set Gallery Set

Pairing of query and gallery images

(query1, gallery4)

(query2, gallery1)

(query3, gallery2)

(query4, gallery3)

query 1

query 2

query 3

query 4

gallery 1

gallery 2

gallery 3

gallery 4

Figure 1.1: Instances in query and gallery sets for face recognition. The query
image and gallery image e.g., (query1,gallery4) is defined as paired images under

the pairing concept (Images taken from [10]).

computer vision tasks. Such computer vision tasks will be discussed in Section 1.2.

For each of those tasks, e.g., surveillance [8], face recognition [9], object identi-

fication could be defined as pairing of an query instance ID with gallery instance

IDs by binary classification as illustrated in Figure 1.1. As such, we could redefine

various object identification tasks in a new manner. Concretely, the object identifica-

tion tasks are classified into four categories, as illustrated in Table 1.1; classification,

regression, single query pairing, and multiple query pairing.
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1.2 Object Detection Applications in Computer Vision

Computer vision provides a rich set of information e.g., objects, backgrounds, and

site conditions about a scene by taking images or videos, which facilitates the un-

derstanding of the complex construction tasks rapidly, accurately, and comprehen-

sively [11]. Computer vision tasks related to images are also described as non-

sequential tasks that are generally considered input image to compare their similarity

scores with other images [12, 13]. Meanwhile for sequential tasks, this input video

will be treated as multiple image frames [14]. The main objective of computer vision

is to produce an understanding and useful description of visual scenes and of objects

that populate them by performing operations on the signals received from a visual

sensor in the form of an image or a video. This thesis focusses on one of the tasks in

computer vision; object identification, which analyzes images for several computer

vision applications.

Although various methodologies achieved good object identification results in re-

cent works, they could be redefined by considering the object as a new instance to

find image pairs in the identification task for various applications. However, the

computer vision tasks in a broad view is nearly identical when we consider their

applications. For object detection, as one of the computer vision tasks, person re-

identification could be implemented via several problem settings in its object iden-

tification task [15]. Comparing one person’s image with other images in the gallery

image set one by one, could be one way to solve the identification task. Then, let’s

compare all images in the query image set to all gallery image sets simultaneously;

this could give us another way to solve the identification task. From these two given

scenarios, the security applications via person re-identification tasks could be recat-

egorized by focussing on how objects in each object identification problem is to be

paired. On the other hand, for security and mobile applications, the object involved

here could be a person as a whole body, thumbprint, or any kind of person’s biomet-

rics; Although a person’s body is one of the target objects for object identification,

the way that person is being compared is not only by pairing the whole person’s
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Object Identification

Robotic Application

Pose Estimation

Object Detection

Security Application

Fingerprint Recognition

Face Recognition

Person Re-identification

Mobile Application

Image-based Object
Search

Visual Positioning Sys-
tem (VPS)

Self-localization

1

Figure 1.2: Some computer vision applications categorized by applications.

image to image. In this context, object identification could be the target person’s

walking direction, or the sex.

In this thesis, as mentioned earlier, the target object in one identification task could be

redefined into another context than the existing computer vision applications such as

robotics, security, mobile, medical, and automotive for finding good matched pairs.

To discuss the new categories for object identification in an orderly route, the first

three applications, robotic, security, and mobile, are focussed in this thesis as illus-

trated in Figure 1.2. These three applications are discussed because the understand-

ing of the identification task in each of them could help explaining the new pairing

concept. The following Sections will redefine these three application categories un-

der the pairing concept.

This Section discusses how some computer vision applications could be categorized,
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Figure 1.3: Service robots for personal / domestic use. Unit sales 2018 and 2019,
potential development 2020-2023 [16].

introduces the pairing concepts to object identification tasks, and discusses the limi-

tations of current computer vision-based techniques.

1.2.1 Computer vision for robotic applications

The demands for robotics applications have recently increased. The upsurging trend

of sales statistics for domestic and entertainment purposed robotics are shown in

Figure 1.3 [16]. From home to retail, military, and various other sectors, robotics

performs various tasks making the work process faster with more efficient and accu-

rate results. To reliably perform these various tasks, a robotics application requires

a sound vision of a target object, e.g., estimating the object pose and detecting the

presence of an object in a limited camera view here plays like a human eye.

There are several robotics applications that make use of computer vision tasks. Since

the new pairing concept introduced in the thesis is related to the application of the

human helper robot’s pose estimation, pose estimation for robotics applications is

discussed here. For robotic applications, this pose estimation task could be discussed

in two sub-categories; Pose estimation and Object detection.

For an autonomous robot, it is important to estimate the location of the robot. Feng

and Evangelos’s work [17] in 1997 is among the early works. They proposed an
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object estimation algorithm that prevents the robot from occluding with other ob-

jects while moving by matching data points obtained from the previously scanned

information. Later, Sim et al. [18] proposed a method for camera pose estimation by

parameterizing landmarks on the environment. These two studies analyze the envi-

ronment information to estimate the object’s pose to avoid an obstacle for a moving

robot. Warren et al. [19] presented the development of a low-cost sensor platform for

use in ground-based visual pose estimation and scene mapping tasks for estimating

robot position for SLAM tasks accurately. The implementation of pose estimation

from multi-view object recognition with a full pose estimation was also introduced

in highly cluttered scenes by Collect et al. [20] from 3D object models.

Shakunaga’s work [21] in 1992 is among the early work that proposed object pose

estimation using a single camera. He conducted experiments with synthesized and

real images and showed the effectiveness of this system for pose estimation and 3D

pose tracking. Then, Murino and Foresti [22] proposed a different Hough space

embedding 3D information than the traditional 2D Hough space to estimate poses

of planar objects in a single gray-level image. Recently, utilizing deep learning,

Tatemichi et al. [23] proposed an occlusion-robust pose estimation method of an

unknown object instance in an object category from a depth image.

Vision-based object detection is another essential computer vision task for robotics

applications. Object detection for robotics applications needs to work under diverse

environments in which such applications are required to operate and also strict con-

straints in terms of run-time, power, and space. Gould et al. [24] integrated the visual

and range data for the robot object detection by combining 2D and 3D sensors to en-

hance the object detection in the cluttered real world. Object detection also utilizes

sound in a sound-indicated vision framework for localizing and detecting an object

in a robotics application [25]. The demand for real-time object detection later pro-

pelled Holz et al. [26] to propose a pipeline for object detection, localization, and

verification for robotics depalletizing tasks.
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1.2.2 Computer vision for security applications

Compared to traditional security services in human life, implementing computer vi-

sion here changes the technology paradigm for human life in maintaining the sus-

tainability of safety and security surrounding us. Computer vision plays the role of

helping humans in many ways, including human characteristics/biometrics, people

identification, authentication to access people’s belonging, and many more. To reli-

ably perform these various security tasks via several types of inputs, image, video, or

sound, computer vision can provide a reliable solution, e.g., for keeping the security

24/7 without human help managing a home or kitchen security system, especially

at night [27, 28]. Furthermore, accessing email, social media applications or elec-

tronic banking has overtaken access from conventional computers, shifting mobile

devices into essential tools in our everyday lives [29]. Thus, the security issue in

accessing this privacy information is crucial to consider in mobility scenarios. To-

ward this security in this mobile application, the development of biometric research

via facial images and human fingerprint recognition is among the idea to protect the

user [30]. With the help of sophisticated computer vision algorithms and techniques,

computer vision in security applications has been able to equal or even beat human

performance on tasks such as object recognition.

Since each human own individual physical or human behavioral characteristics, which

are called biometrics, all such information can be used to digitally identify a person

to grant access to systems, devices, or data. Automated fingerprint recognition pro-

posed by Hrechak et al. [31] using structural matching is based on local structural

relations among features and an associated automated recognition system. However,

the work still struggles with a limited existing fingerprint model. There are many

works related to security applications using biometric characteristics [32–34] which

expanded their interests here with wavelet feature, combination of image features,

and scoring strategy. Lee et al. [35] proposed a recognizable image in their fin-

gerprint recognition, which a fingerprint image with characteristics is sufficient to

discriminate an individual from other people. Their work improved the recognition

by selecting a valid region from a well-focussed part of the image and estimating the
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finger’s angle in roll and pitch from the camera plane. Then, the classification task in

fingerprints via gait characteristic proposed by Nickel et al. [36] showed a compet-

itive recognition performance. They extracted various image features, e.g., Meland

Bark-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), from the measured accelerations and

utilized them for training a Support Vector Machine (SVM). Expanding the classifi-

cation task in fingerprint, Zeng et al. [37] proposed a partial fingerprint recognition

algorithm based on deep learning for the recognition of partial fingerprint images.

A modern and recent work on fingerprint recognition by Baldi and Chauvin [38] via

neural network estimates the probability of two images with the accuracy at 50% in

1990. Utilizing deep learning, their work managed to gain better performance than

the existing fingerprint recognition algorithm on the problem of partial fingerprint

classification and fingerprint recognition in the public dataset.

As security tasks via a face recognition system, three sub-categories can be con-

sidered; face detection, face extraction, and face recognition [39]. Earlier, face

detection techniques which consist of the three sub-categories could only handle

single or a few well-separated frontal faces in an image with a simple background,

while state-of-the-art algorithms can detect many faces and their poses in cluttered

scenes [40–43]. Choi et al. [44] demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed real-

time algorithm and the feasibility of its application in this security applications using

mobile devices through empirical experiments. Using the Random Forest and SVM

in face recognition, Kremic and Subasi [45] managed to gain a comparable recogni-

tion accuracy of 97.17%. Deep learning is utilized for face recognition with several

strategies, including facial landmark [46], and to the extent of a combination of sev-

eral neural networks [47].

The third computer vision task for security applications, person re-identification, has

also been focussed from the early 1990s [15]. Various approaches in the proposed

work for person re-identification focus on retrieving a person of interest across mul-

tiple non-overlapping cameras with single-shot images and multiple shot images.

Furthermore, the increase of publicly available datasets are a positive factor for the

field to have a fast speed of growth [46, 48–50]. Looking into the research trend for
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person re-identification from 2008 shows an increment in published paper numbers

in reputable conferences such as CVPR and ICCV [15].

In 1997, Huang and Russell [51] proposed a multi-cam tracking method with Bayesian

formulation to estimate the posterior of predicting the appearance of objects in one

camera given evidence observed in other camera views. The “person re-identific

ation” task was first proposed by Zajdel et al. considering the multi-camera utiliza-

tion via a latent labeling idea in their work [52]. Farenzena et al. [53] proposed

a segmentation model to detect the background and foreground in their person re-

identification paper.

1.2.3 Computer vision for mobile applications

Since the new millennium, cameras have become a standard equipment in mobile

phones. The rapid improvement of mobile phone’s camera specifications delivers an

excellent effect on our society. At the same time, the demand for information access

from smartphones and tablets has increased rapidly and has become the mainstream

in business and personal environments over the last few years [54]. There are sev-

eral mobile applications that make use of computer vision tasks; Image-based object

search, Visual Positioning System (VPS), and Self-localization.

For finding information based on an object’s visual appearance, Yeh et al. [55] de-

veloped a mobile image-based object search system that takes images of objects as

queries and finds relevant Web pages by matching them to similar images on the

Web. They showed how a shape-based image matching algorithm could be used as

the object outline to find similar images on the Web. They organized their proposed

SHREC track and built the first 2D scene image-based 3D scene retrieval benchmark

by collecting 2D images from ImageNet and 3D scenes from Google 3D Warehouse.

For this image-based object search, Minagawa et al. [56] proposed an image-based

search system using hierarchical object category recognition algorithm. They sig-

nificantly improved the standard model’s processing speed with a small decrease in

accuracy.
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A Visual Positioning System (VPS) creates a new lifestyle for people. The demand

for location-based services using mobile devices in indoor spaces without a Global

Positioning System (GPS) has increased. Abdul-Rashid et al. [57] utilized a 2D

scene image to search relevant 3D scenes from one dataset. Kim et al. [58] proposed

method uses a smartphone camera to detect objects through a single image in a web

environment and calculates the location of the smartphone to find users in an indoor

space.

Self-localization is one of the essential tasks in a mobile application for humans and

autonomous robots. It is the basis for orientation and navigation in a spatial envi-

ronment and mapping tasks. Olson [59] proposed a probabilistic self-localization

techniques for mobile robots that are based on a principal of maximum-likelihood

estimation. His proposed method compares a map generated at the current robot

position to a previously generated map of the environment to probabilistically max-

imize the agreement between the maps. Later, Arth et al. [60] proposed a system

for self-localization on mobile phones using a GPS prior and an online-generated

panoramic view of the user’s environment. They solved the self-localization task in

large-scale outdoor urban scenarios giving robust and accurate results.

1.3 Object Identification

This section will categorize the object identification tasks and then discuss the needs

of introducing the pairing concept. To generalize the object identification tasks in

various applications, a target is considered as a general “instance” that can be inter-

changed when needed depending on the application. Accordingly, object identifica-

tion can be generally defined as pairing an instance with a dedicated identity (ID)

from a query set with another instance from a gallery set. The queries are the target

while the galleries are candidates of the target matched pair. One of identification

problem, which is widely discussed [15, 53], compares the similarity of one instance

from the query images with one instance from the gallery images correctly. This

concept can be generalized to generic instances as illustrated in Figure 1.4.
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(Camera A)

Gallery Image Set
(Camera B)

(a) Similarity of objects
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SimilaritySimilarity2 2

(b) Similarity of instances

Figure 1.4: Example of identification tasks; (a) identification for image sets and (b)
identification for generic instances.

Since 1997, a variety of ideas in identification has been proposed. The majority of the

methods used in identification make use of the image features [61–69] for compar-

ing the images, and improvement of these methods have also been challenged [53].

During 2000 and 2010, multi-combination approaches have been proposed in the

identification task for making their work competitive. In recently proposed methods,

deep learning has started to be utilized.

Notwithstanding, all the conventional methods kept their direction towards obtain-

ing the best similarity by manipulating various features. Zheng et al. changed this

paradigm by introducing a matching methodology instead of proposing a new fea-

ture. Following their work, this thesis also focusses on the matching and pairing
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strategy as the next topic to be discussed in the identification task. Even though it

may still be narrow, the scope of identification tasks is widened through the pairing

concept, which could be applied in many ways.

In this Section, object identification tasks are categorized and discussed in detail.

First, the pairing instances in object identification is discussed. Then, the object

identification tasks are categorized into three; Instance-to-Class, Instance-to-Value,

and Instance-to-Instance.

1.3.1 Pairing instances in object identification

As mentioned previously pairing is a novel concept for approaching identification-

related research topics. For this, identification tasks are categorized based on how

the instances are paired. As a matter of fact, issues related to the pairing concept

were extensively debated several decades back.

Definition 1.1. Query is defined as a target instance of object identification and

grouped in a query set, which later will be paired with the most similar instance

from the gallery set.

Definition 1.2. Gallery is defined as a pair instance of object identification and

grouped in a gallery set, which will be paired with an instance from the query set.

Definition 1.3. Pairing is defined as the best combination of two instances by com-

paring the similarity of instances or images between compared images.

As the variety of problem settings in object identification could be set, this query

could be treated as single and multiple instances. These single and multiple queries

still will infer the same concept of paired instances, e.g. (query1, gallery1). For these

single and multiple query to pairing relation, in the thesis, the discussion is directed

towards Single-query pairing and Multiple-query pairing.
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Single-query pairing is used by the majority of identification researchers, that is,

given a query, find the best matching instance with the query from multiple candi-

dates (the gallery set). It finds the most similar one to the query from the gallery

set using a pre-defined similarity between the two compared instances, e.g., in one

image matching task, a similarity of image features are utilized.

Multiple-query pairing is used when many queries are matched simultaneously. It

finds the most similar instance for all queries from the gallery set with a pre-defined

similarity between the two compared instances simultaneously [70]. For example,

the task for searching the best route for car navigation using greedy matching [71],

a distance between two instances is utilized. It may be realized by applying single-

query pairing for each query one by one, but the most different point is the utilization

of underlying consistency, e.g., an instance for a gallery should be selected only once,

or matched pairs follow the same law.

Graph theory is later utilized to match the query to the gallery for expanding the

similarity comparison of image contexts to a generalized new image context [72,

73]. Treating the queries and galleries in another context will vary the matching

strategy in object identification tasks [74, 75]. Among the graph theory methods

known as the graph matching approach, e.g., bipartite graph matching [76], delivers

a broad research extension in many applications. Graph matching considers pattern,

template, and instance’s feature as a node in a graph. As such, all instances involved

in identification will be matched by graph matching from the query set to the gallery

set.

Beside considering matching in an identification task, utilizing feature similarity-

based matching using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [77], Oriented FAST

and rotated BRIEF (ORB) [78], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [79], and Bi-

nary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) [80] were also conducted by

choosing the best target instance ID (object) from its features. Utilizing structure

matching, Zheng et al. [64] extended the Bag-of-Words (BoW) concept from the

structure matching into the identification task. All these methods are implemented
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in various ways of identification tasks. From here, we still can not see systematic

research proving that using the pairing approach in identification tasks could give a

more reliable matching performance.

1.3.2 Instance-to-Class pairing

In the early days of computer vision research, classification played a broad role in

identifying and labelling one target instance to output a ‘class.’ The class, here, de-

fines a concept as a set of instances, which has been grouped based on the oracle.

Later, classification became widely used in computer vision tasks to recognize the

class that a target instance belongs. In order to consider the conventional classifica-

tion through the pairing concept in this thesis, it is defined as “Instance-to-Class”,

since it can be considered as finding a pair of the target instance and its class. For

Instance-to-Class object identification, in the thesis, traditional classification is re-

defined as a pairing problem between the two, instance and class. The instance is

represented by the query for identification, which could be any instance type, face

image, fingerprint, or others.

We could consider this Instance-to-Class object identification with binary classifica-

tion; the class is identified and labelled from a given input, e.g., two-animal clas-

sification, for labelling the input’s most suitable class. Such binary classification is

conducted by separating the given input into binary classes, e.g., 0/1 or yes/no. This

is broadly used in daily life, e.g., to differentiate two types of fruits [81], classifica-

tion of milk conditions, either stale or fresh [82]. Some of the methods commonly

used for binary classification are Logistic Regression (LogReg) [83, 84], Linear Dis-

criminant Analysis (LDA) [85, 86], and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [87, 88].

However, later it was extended to multi-class classification by introducing k-Nearest

Neighbors (kNN) [89, 90], Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) [91, 92], Random Forest [93, 94], En-

semble Models [95, 96], and Neural Network [97, 98]. The extension from binary
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to multi-class pairing could ease various Instance-to-Class pairings in object identi-

fication tasks. Character recognition is one of the examples of multi-class Instance-

to-Class applications, in which a query is set as an instance, and galleries are set as

classes of the multi-class pairing. For this, the MNIST dataset [99] is a well-known

dataset utilized for multi-class classification conducted via the pairwise coupling

idea [100] and SVM classfier [101, 102].

1.3.3 Instance-to-Value pairing

Regression is well-known as a task that answers the most suitable single value for the

input. In order to consider the conventional regression through the pairing concept

proposed in this thesis, it is redefined as “Instance-to-Value” as one of the categories

of object identification. For a simple example, there is a relation between the health-

iness of a person and some features, body height as an instance and weight as an

estimation value. We can consider the regression as an instance-to-value pairing

where the set of features is an instance, and the healthiness is a value. Regression

analysis has been widely used not only in economics and health science, but also in

computer vision tasks.

For example, let’s consider a robotics application to discuss the Instance-to-Value

pairing in object identification, focussing on object pose estimation. The single view-

point pose estimation task estimates the most suitable pose between 0◦ and 360◦ for

a given object, object image from the viewpoint as an instance and estimated pose as

a value.

Among the first research on the single viewpoint pose estimation task, Murase et

al. [103] proposed the parametric eigenspace method to estimate the pose from a

single viewpoint. They developed both object recognition and pose estimation algo-

rithms based on the parametric eigenspace representation. An input is mapped onto

the object eigenspace as a point. The closest point on the manifold is output as the

estimated pose. For this Instance-to-Value pairing, the input image is considered the
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Figure 1.5: Single-query pairing. Two examples that consider person and object as
instances.

instance, while the angle regressed through the object eigenspace is regarded as the

value.

1.3.4 Instance-to-Instance pairing

The previous two categories represented the well-known classification and regres-

sion. Newly in this thesis, a new category, “Instance-to-Instance” pairing is defined

as an object identification task. The “Instance-to-Instance” pairing is possible if the

problem is set for a dedicated computer vision application with a specification of the

instances; What is the instance’s characteristic, and how are the instances matched

in one identification task. Here, this instance is defined as an actual identical object.

By changing the setting of the identification task, we could divide the Instance-to-

Instance pairing into two sub-categories; single-query pairing, and multiple-query

pairing.
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Figure 1.6: Multiple-query pairing. Example that considers a whole image as a set
of instances.

1.3.4.1 Single-query pairing

An instance for single-query pairing could be defined in many ways according to

the application, especially in the three main computer vision applications discussed

earlier in Section 1.2. Single query pairing is defined as pairing an instance as a

query with an instance from the gallery set. As examples, there are specific person

retrieval for security applications, and object image retrieval for mobile applications.

In such applications, person and object are considered instances, and from a query

instance, a pair is selected from the many available instances from the gallery images

as illustrated in Figure 1.5.

1.3.4.2 Multiple-query pairing

Compared to the single-query pairing, multiple-query pairing involves multiple in-

stances in the query sets, later paired to multiple instances in the gallery sets. Here,

multiple-query pairing defines an instance as the part of the whole image, such as an

image patch, edges or representative points from an image. Not only comparing the

similarity of these instances but also consistency of them could help the multiple-

query pairing gain more information than the single-query pairing. When a simulta-

neous key-point matching problem is considered as in Figure 1.6, both the similarity

comparison and consistency of a matching provides additional information for this

multiple-query pairing.
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1.4 Research Overview

The previous section has explained the object identification task through the pair-

ing concept, including the rapid development of technologies and algorithms in the

computer vision field. Based on the discussions there, we have seen that the Instance-

to-Class and Instance-to-Value pairing approaches are among the basic ones that can

provide a good understanding in identifying an instance to the desired output. Fur-

thermore, this thesis addresses the demand for proposing a better pairing approach to

perform an object identification task comprehensively. Concretely, this thesis con-

tributes to developing a new pairing approach in the robotics and security fields.

The core idea of this research is to quantify the Instance-to-Instance pairing perfor-

mance accurately. For this, in the Instance-to-Instance pairing category, two subcat-

egories must be deeply discussed; single query pairing and multiple-query pairing.

We could consider a similar target object as our instance in the identification task for

these two Instance-to-Instance pairing categories, but they manipulate the instances

differently. Therefore, we need to consider each of these pairing approaches with an

individual target object.

1.4.1 How to develop a single-query pairing?

The single query pairing requires deep attention from a robotic perspective for robotics

applications since the current Instance-to-Value pairing, also known as regression,

has limited the robot’s capability to estimate an object’s pose with a better estima-

tion result. With only Instance-to-Value pairing, the pose estimation value is difficult

to re-estimate the object pose because the estimated value here requires another pose

to realize a new pose estimation for an ambiguous scenario. Considering existing

research on pose estimation, most of them focus on finding the next viewpoint from

multiple viewpoints, whereby the best next-viewpoint is still not discussed. This re-

definition of object identification delivers us an opportunity to expand and provide a

contribution. Since the person and object were chosen as the instance in the existing
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applications for single query pairing, to fill the gap in the pose estimation applica-

tion, a new single-query pairing is introduced in this thesis using the object pose’s

images as a pair.

Based on this problem statement, many researchers focus on object pose estimation

from multiple viewpoints. For example, Zeng et al. [104], Erkent et al. [105], Collet

and Srinivasa [20], Kanezaki et al. [106], and Vikstén et al. [107], propose pose

estimation methods using observations from multiple viewpoints. However, these

methods only focus on pose estimation of a given image and do not consider the

selection of viewpoints. Bajcsy et al. [108] discussed the idea of active perception,

initially in the context of the sensor planning problem. Since controlling the camera

view is the most crucial issue in recognizing objects, recent researches focus on

predicting the best next-view [109–111]. Recent active perception works [112, 113]

propose the best next-viewpoint prediction for multiple target object pose estimation

based on Hough Forest [134]. However, these methods focus on a target object from

unknown shapes. Still, there is a case that pose estimation methods should be robust

to the shape variation within the target object category; category-level object pose

estimation is desirable.

To begin this task, the traditional single viewpoint pose estimation is extended to

implement the single query pairing for an indoor target object. For a general pose

estimation, observing the object pose from an image is not easy; there is a case

that the object pose is ambiguous from the observation location, as illustrated in

Figure 1.7. On the other hand, since robots have embodiment, they can move to other

locations. From this new location, a different observation could be obtained. The

question is how to select the next viewpoint given an initial viewpoint for object pose

estimation from multiple viewpoints. Not to forget, the scale that will be utilized for

scaling the possible viewpoint choices also requires deep attention before estimating

the object pose. The way we see the viewpoint is also crucial as the viewpoint could

be manipulated as we have hundreds of viewpoint choices that could be paired.

Here, in this thesis, for the single-query pairing, Research topic 1 will introduce the
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Figure 1.7: Difficulty in object pose estimation when the viewpoint is ambiguous.

idea of pairing two poses as instances which will be catered to the limitation of using

the single viewpoint object pose estimation.

1.4.2 How to develop a multiple-query pairing?

The multiple-query pairing requires extended study on pedestrian recognition for

security applications since the current single-query pairing also known as specific

person retrieval, has a limitation to perform in a complex environment setting. For

existing security applications using the single-image pairing, a simultaneous image

pairing setting could not be implemented, especially at a railway station or an air-

port where a lot of people are present in a single image. Since the multiple-query

pairing suits this problem setting in single-image pairing, person re-identification is

considered here as an security application for the object identification task.
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Figure 1.8: Difficulty in person re-identification via single image pairing when (a)
a mismatched image pair occurred, and (b) simultaneous image pairing.

Based on this problem statement, the majority of the traditional single pairing, dis-

cussed in the previous Section is not suitable for this condition [61–69]. This tra-

ditional single pairing or in other words, individual pairing scheme pairs images

independently based on the image similarity between the query and the gallery im-

ages. The independent image pairing allows the previously wrongly matched gallery

image with a query image to be matched again to another query image without any

restriction. This wrongly matched image pair leads to a redundant pairing where one

gallery image is matched with multiple query images. In this case, the remaining

query image which has not been paired will be discarded. These discarded images

will remain unmatched images; Person 1 in gallery image set, until the end loop

of the identification task as illustrated in Figure 1.8 (a). Because of this, redundant

pairing may lead to a decrease in the matching rate and cause a tracking failure.
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Figure 1.9: Goal of Research topic 1.

This simultaneous image pairing is similar to the concept of two sets of an ele-

ment matching in a graph [114] as illustrated in Figure 1.8 (b). Recently, Zhang

et al. proposed a method named Person Re-identification via Structured Matching

(PRiSM). They deployed a weighted structured matching method [115] to the per-

son re-identification problem by considering it as an instance of structured matching.

The question is how to carefully select the simultaneous image pairing for this per-

son re-identification task. The pairing performance also requires a deep analysis for

a reliable proposed method and the simultaneous pairing approach.

Here, in this thesis, for the multiple-query pairing, Research topic 2 will introduce

the idea of pairing two whole-person images as instances, which will solve the dis-

advantages of the mismatched image pair and redundant matching in the person

re-identification task. Solving these problems would allow analyzing the instance

pairing from a diverse angle.
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1.4.3 Research topic 1: Object pose estimation

For single-query pairing, many studies exist related to the baseline single viewpoint

pose estimation technique. There are previous studies involving pose estimation

from a single viewpoint, such as template matching [116], parametric eigenspace

method [103], embedding templates into a pose manifold [117], deep learning [118],

and many more.

A recent work, RotationNet [106] proposed the idea of using multi-view images of

an object as input and jointly estimates its pose and object category. This pose es-

timation also has attracted many researchers and practitioners to establish various

approaches [20, 104, 105, 107, 119] estimating the object pose from multiple view-

points. However, selecting which of the next viewpoints should be chosen as the best

for the given initial viewpoint is still not profoundly discussed. The question here is

how to choose the best next viewpoint among the good available viewpoints in the

list. Besides aiming for the best next-viewpoint, the problem of having ambiguity

could not be avoided. The ambiguity occurrs when the pose estimation has a given

opposite viewpoint image of the target object. Here, to estimate the object pose,

several output results will be inferred, which later could be wrongly estimated.

Research topic 1 proposes a novel approach to choose the best next-viewpoint among

the candidates so that the proposed method can choose the best viewpoint from the

many viewpoint angles as illustrated in Figure 1.9. For this research evaluation’s

target object, category-level object images are utilized in both the training and testing

phase. In this research, network modeling is not the aim but rather how the best

next-viewpoint is chosen. Pose likelihood for one viewpoint, and two viewpoints are

statistically analyzed by indirectly plotting and analyzing the object pose distribution

using comparative methods as illustrated in Figure 1.10. A complete explanation for

this Research topic 1 is provided in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.10: Overview of Research topic 1

1.4.4 Research topic 2: Person re-identification

In the multiple-query pairing, a pairing approach that considers pairing between mul-

tiple instances is proposed. Traditionally the problem related to multiple -instances

to multiple-instances in person pair selection has not gained sufficient attention;

Instance pairing has been approached by many researchers, by the conventional

single-pairing approach as illustrated in Figure 1.11. The main issue of person re-

identification is how to make sure that a wrong pairing does not occur in the identi-

fication as illustrated in Figure 1.12. The Greedy matching and Hungarian Match-

ing [153] are among the image pairing strategies used in conventional methods.

Besides, these methods focus on feature comparison, metric learning, and deep learn-

ing which allow the matched image to be matched again with others. This thesis

introduces the multiple-query pairing, which is similar to the simultaneous image

pairing in the person re-identification problem. Wrong matching could be avoided

by introducing the Stable Marriage Algorithm (SMA) [120], with an assumption that

each instance could be paired only once. The effect of pairing simultaneously could
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Figure 1.12: Goal of Research topic 2 introduced in this thesis.

avoid the unpaired instances and wrong pairing. In addition, to improve the similar-

ity comparison, which occurs before the instance pairing, a new image feature called

MSDALF is proposed. The quantitative pairing performance and the computational

time are also among the target of improvement in this Research topic 2. A complete

explanation for this Research topic 2 is provided in Chapter 4.
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1.5 Thesis structure

This thesis contains five chapters. The relationships between the different chapters

of this thesis are visualized in Figure 1.13.

This Chapter 1 discussed the motivation of this doctoral research and gave an overview

on the background of the object identification task and their categorization: Single-

query pairing and multiple-query pairing. Two Research topics were introduced to

study performance of the pairing concept applied to different applications with dif-

ferent target objects.

Chapter 2 reviews existing work in the discussed two computer vision applications;

object pose estimation and person re-identification, thoroughly, by giving a compre-

hensive analysis of the state-of-the-art on these Research topics.

Chapter 3 discusses Research topic 1 using category-level indoor object image as the

target to analyze the best next-viewpoint for object pose estimation by minimizing

the ambiguity problem. Here, the object pose estimation for two viewpoints is con-

sidered object pose-to-object pose or the proposed Instance-to-Instance pairing for

security applications.

Chapter 4 discusses Research topic 2 using an offline person image as the target to

analyze the high matching rate for person re-identification by simultaneous image

pairing. Here, the person in the query gallery image with the person in the gallery

image is considered a whole person-to-whole person or the proposed Instance-to-

Instance pairing for security application.

Lastly, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing the research contributions

and results found through these studies. In addition, future research directions, re-

maining challenges, and applications that can be built from the results will be dis-

cussed.
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Chapter 2

Related Research

In Chapter 1, the third pairing concept was newly introduced to object identifica-

tion; Instance-to-Instance pairing, which are categorized into single-query pairing,

and multiple-query pairing. These two pairing approaches have also been utilized

in previous work for quantifying the identification task in various computer vision

applications as illustrated in Table 1.1. This chapter gives an overview of existing

literature related to both Research topics 1 and 2, discussing the identification tasks

that are indirectly related to the pairing in the related object pose estimation and

person re-identification tasks.

Section 2.1 will discuss existing literatures regarding object pose estimation. This

includes overviewing work and some ideas toward single viewpoint, multiple view-

point, and active vision object pose estimation. Section 2.2 will discuss existing

literature regarding person re-identification. This includes single query pairing for

individual image pairing and multiple query pairing for simultaneous image pairing.

31
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2.1 Object Identification for Pose estimation

In the past, many researchers proposed methods to tackle various difficulties in 3D

object pose estimation. Here, the pose estimation methods can be categorize into

the following two pairing approaches; single viewpoint pose estimation is catego-

rized into Instance-to-Value pairing, multiple viewpoints pose estimation and active

vision object pose estimation are categorized into single query pairing of Instance-

to-Instance pairing. This Section introduces each method.

2.1.1 Instance-to-Value pairing: Value estimation for single view-

point pose estimation

Value estimation in object identification can be categorized into Instance-to-Value

pairing approaches. The instance is paired to a dedicated estimation pose value by

utilizing a variety of pose estimation methods.

The template matching approach is one of the earliest pose estimation method from

a single viewpoint [116]. This approach utilizes many templates of the target ob-

ject captured from various viewpoints beforehand, and the pose estimation result is

taken from the best matched template. Later, to reduce the number of templates in

single viewpoint pose estimation setting, Murase and Nayer [103] proposed the Para-

metric Eigenspace method. This method represents an object’s pose variation on a

manifold in a low-dimensional subspace obtained by Principal Component Analy-

sis (PCA). By interpolating the pose (template) of the target object on the manifold,

they achieved accurate object pose estimation even with few templates. Since PCA

focusses on the appearance variation of templates, some poses with similar appear-

ances may be mapped to similar points in the low-dimensional subspace, which is

difficult to distinguish. This diminishes the accuracy of the pose estimation.

Recently, Ninomiya et al. [117] proposed a supervised feature extraction method for

embedding templates into a pose manifold. They focussed on Deep Convolutional
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Neural Networks (DCNNs) [118], which is one of the deep-learning models, as a

supervised learning model for manifold embedding. They modified DCNNs for ob-

ject pose estimation, named Pose-CyclicR-Net, which can accurately handle object

rotation by describing the rotation angle using trigonometric functions. By introduc-

ing the Pose-CyclicR-Net-based manifold embedding, which is called Deep Man-

ifold Embedding, the method estimates the object’s pose from a single viewpoint.

Hashimoto et al. [121] proposed a method by utilizing Convolutional Neural Net-

work (CNN) for probabilistic 6D object pose estimation from a color image in their

work. Unlike other methods which analyze a single data point as their inference,

their proposed network passes the information necessary to estimate the complete

likelihood distributions of 6D object poses. This work also caters to the issues dis-

cussed in the thesis: the ambiguity of object appearance in the image in a principled

manner. Tatemichi et al. [23] proposed an occlusion-robust pose estimation method

of an unknown object instance in an object category from a depth image.

A recent work by Hashimoto et al. proposed a novel method using a CNN for prob-

abilistic 6D object pose estimation from color images [121]. This recent work does

not only capture the ambiguity of object appearance in the image in a principled man-

ner, but also outputs the probability distribution of 6D object poses. It enables the

results to be fused with other sensing modalities using well-established probabilistic

inference techniques.

In general, object pose estimation from a single viewpoint faces the problem of inac-

curate pose estimation due to the ambiguity issue, namely, an object may have some

poses which look similar and hard to be distinguished.

2.1.2 Instance-to-Instance pairing: Viewpoint instance selection

for multiple viewpoint object pose estimation

To avoid the pose ambiguity issue, the main problem in a single viewpoint pose esti-

mation, several methods focus on object pose estimation from multiple viewpoints.
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Multiple viewpoints are considered in two approaches for estimating the object pose:

multi-view and incremental view. The multi-view approach estimates the poses from

multiple physical viewpoints, e.g., viewpoints from many cameras. On the other

hand, the incremental view approach considers an additional angle from the original

viewpoint to another better viewpoint. Here the next viewpoint is generally used to

describe another viewpoint from the original viewpoint or the best among a selec-

tion of next viewpoints. There are versatile methods of multi-view and incremental

view approach, but in the end, the main target is the same as finding the best pose

estimation from more than a single viewpoint.

The majority of the exisiting works in pose estimation focussed on the former multi-

view approach. Collet and Srinivasa [20] proposed a multi-view object pose esti-

mation method based on multi-step optimization and global refinement. Erkent et

al. [105] tackled object pose estimation in cluttered scenes. The method is a multi-

view approach based on probabilistic modelling and appearance-based pose estima-

tion. Vikstén et al. [107] proposed a method combining several pose estimation

algorithms and information from several viewpoints. Zeng et al. [104] proposed a

self-supervised approach for object pose estimation in the Amazon Picking Chal-

lenge [119] scenario. Kanezaki et al. [106] proposed the RotationNet, which takes

multi-view images of an object as input and jointly estimates its pose object category.

Ashutosh et al. [122] later presented a classification-based strategy for selecting the

next best view selection. They presented how a supervisory signal can be plausibly

obtained for the object pose estimation task. The proposed strategy is end-to-end

trainable and endeavors to achieve the best possible 3D reconstruction quality with

a pair of passively acquired 2D views via several experiments on synthetic and real

images.

For the incremental view approach, among the earlier works, Detry and Piater [123]

proposed a 3D probabilistic object-surface model and a mechanism for probabilisti-

cally integrating unregistered 2.5D views into the model, and for segmenting model

instances in cluttered scenes. Later, Teney and Piater [124] utilized a pair or triple

views, for estimating the changes of appearance as a function and then matched them
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with those already stored in the model. The incremental view approach has also been

studied for object detection by Konno et al. [125]. They proposed a method to pre-

dict the pose of an object when integrating the object detection scores. There are

also some applications related to a specific robotics field which utilizes the pairing

in order to improve the single query pair in the identification task. Ni et al. [126]

proposed an approach, which is an improved image matching algorithm based on

feature points, to enhance the anti-interference ability of the algorithm.

While the multi-view approach only considers pose estimation from multiple view-

points, the majority of the incremental view approach focusses on object detection.

Therefore, these methods require several cameras to capture all the available view-

points and simultaneously need additional hardware settings and plenty of space for

the camera movement area to estimate an object’s pose. Unlike others, in this thesis,

we propose an idea of estimating the best next-viewpoint via the incremental view

approach, which will decrease the pose estimation ambiguity for an arbitrary object

instance in a specific object category.

2.1.3 Instance-to-Instance pairing: Active vision for object pose

estimation

Since the pose estimation for an indoor object is relevant and closed to the robotic

field, some of the related active vision works for the object pose estimation are in-

troduced for comparison. Formerly, the term “active vision” stands for strategies

of a robot for sensor placement or configuration to complete either general purpose

or specific tasks. Because active vision is a real-time approach for estimating the

object pose, the discussion is essential for expanding the proposed method in the fu-

ture. Although this active vision approach may be interpreted as a kind of multi-view

approach introduced in the previous Section, here, it is discussed separately in this

Section.
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Bajcsy et al. [108] discussed the idea of active perception, initially in the context of

the sensor planning problem. Wilkes and Tsotsos [127] boosted this idea by intro-

ducing a concept of “active object recognition” and a proposal for the concept’s so-

lution. They proposed and described a method for selecting an additional viewpoint

when an object is uncertain to be identified with the ability to vary the viewpoint

accordingly to the current object’s interpretation status. Pose determination and vi-

sual sensor configuration are the two concerns in active vision research. Later, active

vision research became to play an essential role in robot vision [128–133].

Since controlling the camera view is the most important issue to recognize objects,

recent researches focus on predicting the best next-viewpoint [109–111]. This trend

can also be found in the object pose estimation task. Doumanoglou et al. [112] and

Sock et al. [113] proposed the best next-viewpoint prediction methods for multiple

object pose estimation based on Hough Forest [134]. We can expect that this ap-

proach, an active vision method applied to multiple object pose estimation, will be

the next exciting topic whereby the impact of the versatile and fast development of

robot vision research demands the rapid changes in object surrounding environment.

This idea will allow us to support an application in which various instances in a

specific object category need to be considered as the target object. However, these

methods could not be applied for the category-level object pose estimation since they

are designed only for instance-level object pose estimation.

2.2 Object Identification for Person Re-identification

Traditionally, an image in one object identification task will be identified from one

image set to another, inferring a similarity between the two images. Pairing an in-

stance to another instance, in which the instance is considered a person image, is

one of the computer vision applications related to object identification, also known

as re-identification. In other words, we can describe the object identification here as

a case of an image being paired with another image to define their similarity. As the
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pairing is the priority and the main issue of this thesis, the pairing between instances

is considered a close situation to the traditional re-identification task.

In the past, many researchers proposed various methods to improve the person re-

identification performance. Illumination, human pose, and occlusion are common

difficulties discussed in conventional person re-identification research. This section

briefly introduces some of the representative methods. Here, existing re-identification

methods are categorized into the following two; single-query pairing for individual

image pairing and multiple-query pairing for simultaneous image pairing.

2.2.1 Single-query pairing: Individual image pairing

The majority of the existing person re-identification methods focus on pairing the

person images as individual instances. The idea of the individual image pairing

scheme is that each query image is paired with an image in the gallery set one-

by-one at one time without sharing the existing image pair. This scheme matches

all the images in query images with gallery images without any replacement of the

other matching results. Pairing without any replacement leads to redundant pairings

where a gallery image is paired several times to the query images.

The majority of the previous work utilizes the variety of image features for image

matching [53, 61–69, 135–140], which is related to color characteristic, image patch-

ing strategies, and bag-of-words. They perform the pairing of instances by first ex-

tracting the image feature and then pairing the similar instance in terms of feature

distances.

Farenzena et al. proposed a feature aggregation method that focussed on the sym-

metry of a human body. Recent methods in person re-identification tend to focus on

metric learning. By utilizing metric learning, better similarity metrics are obtained

[141–149].
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Ahmed et al. [150] initiated person re-identification with Deep Learning by propos-

ing a CNN-based method. Liu et al [151] proposed a triplet-loss based CNN model

to find useful features and metrics. A similar approach also has been introduced by

Zhang et al. [152]. Applying Deep Learning in person re-identification, however,

struggles with the image labeling problem in the training process. The Deep Learn-

ing approach will also consume more time especially for manual labeling of training

data.

2.2.2 Multiple-query pairing: Simultaneous image pairing

This kind of pairing scheme for person re-identification matches all given pedestrian

images simultaneously, considering all pairing results are listed at once during the

identification task. It is usually formulated as a bipartite graph matching problem.

A bipartite graph consists of given two sets of vertices and edges which connect the

two vertices. The bipartite graph matching problem finds a set of edges of a bipartite

graph which maximizes the total scores corresponding to the edges. For person re-

identification, the score of an edge can be considered as a similarity score between

two images, when a person is considered as a vertex in V of a graph G = (V, E).

The most naı̈ve approach to find a solution for this is greedy matching. Its algorithm

starts from giving scores of connecting two vertices in different sets, and then adds

edges to the vertice pair whose vertices are not connected to any vertice yet in de-

scending order. Another well-known solution is Hungarian matching [153]. Despite

being the choice in a particular field, many work consider the Hungarian matching

as a tool for optimization at the back end [154, 155].

Ye et al. [156] proposed another idea in simultaneous image matching. They initi-

ated the idea of structured learning in graph matching for person re-identification.

This idea was extended and improved by Zhang et al. [115] named Person Re-

identification via Structured Matching (PRiSM).



Chapter 3

Pairing Approach for Object Pose

Estimation

In this Chapter, the pairing approach is introduced in object identification, which

can be utilized in various identification applications such as robotics, security, and

mobile. Particularly for the robotics application, predicting the best next-viewpoint

in object pose estimation is effective to improve the pose understanding. There-

fore, Research topic 1, the Best Next-Viewpoint prediction task is introduced in this

Chapter as an example of the single-query pairing for object identification to meet

the increasing demand on multiple viewpoint object estimation.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 describes the general background

of the single query pairing in object identification and its relation to object pose esti-

mation. Discussion on how the instances are considered in the object pose estimation

context is discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 elaborates the proposed framework

made to obtain a good pose estimation using the best next-viewpoint gained from

multiple viewpoints. The approach to the problem is by investigating the pose es-

timation error between the given input images with several comparative methods.

Next, evaluation through experiments and their results and analysis are reported in

Section 3.4. Additional experiments for further discussion are also provided in Sec-

tion 3.5 before the chapter is closed with a summary in Section 3.6.

39
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3.1 Introduction

Single query pairing as an Instance-to-Instance pairing and its example have been

introduced in Chapter 1, including purposes and applications. However, there is still

a paucity of direct discussion on the pairing activities in the object pose estimation

in identifying the similarity of a given target object. To obtain a better understanding

of the pairing approach in the pose estimation application, single-query pairing for

object pose estimation that demands an acceptable estimation arrangement toward

the identification setting is crucial. This leads to the demand for realizing the single-

query pairing for the object identification task by utilizing the identification of the

object pose estimation task. The pairing approach in identification was introduced

indirectly via the usage of classification and regression in previous works.

As previously explained, this Chapter focusses on the pairing approach for one of

the object identification tasks. As discussed in Chapter 2, especially in Section 2.1,

various existing works have been proposed for object pose estimation [20, 103–

113, 116–119, 127–134]. The results from these methods are targeted to yield the

best estimation for the object pose with a single viewpoint object pose estimation.

The newly proposed idea for the multiple viewpoint object pose estimation via mini-

mizing the pose ambiguity could improve and infer comparable best next-viewpoint

results compared to the existing works. The proposed pairing approach with am-

biguity minimization yields outputs compatible with the goal of the Object Pose

Estimation.

The best next-viewpoint is recommended as the viewpoint where the pose ambigu-

ity is the smallest given observations from the initial and the next-viewpoint candi-

dates. However, since the estimated initial viewpoint is also ambiguous, it is also

considered as a latent variable to keep all object pose possibilities from the initial

viewpoint. This chapter focusses on the essential part of the problem setting and

idea, so the proposed method is explained and evaluated by limiting it to a single

axis rotation. However, the extension to 3D rotation could be straightforwardly ex-

plainable. With the utilization of object images rendered from the public 3D object
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dataset, ShapeNet [157], evaluation is performed to assess the proposed method’s

effectiveness.

In summary, the contributions in this chapter are as follows:

1. Introduction of the single-query pairing to object pose estimation, as an Instance-

to-Instance pairing approach in object identification.

2. Definition of a new metric called “pose ambiguity” to examine the ambigu-

ousness for the pose estimation task.

3. Introduction of a new standard for finding the best next viewpoint for category-

level object pose estimation.

4. The proposed method outperforms two other naı̈ve viewpoint recommendation

methods in several pose estimation analysis, and also it achieves a better result

than the result from a single viewpoint.

3.2 Details on the Pairing Approach for Object Pose

Estimation

Chapter 1 introduced single-query pairing as one of the pairing categories for object

identification. To see and perceive the pairing approach in the object pose estima-

tion, we should define an instance. To begin this discussion, instance, value, and

pairing are introduced and explained based on the object pose estimation tasks in

both Instance-to-Value and Instance-to-Instance pairing categories.

In object pose estimation, an instance is initially determined as a whole captured im-

age for a target object. The Instance-to-Value pairing approach yields the estimated

pose as a value from the given image, e.g., 1◦, 45◦, or 270◦ as illustarted in Figure 3.1.

However, this Instance-to-Value pairing approach could perform in a straightforward

setting by inferring a value after estimating a pose from one given image, but not in
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Figure 3.1: Value estimation for object pose estimation

a difficult one. This difficult condition setting could occur when a part of the object

is hidden or occluded due to the camera angle. This scenario will decrease the esti-

mation performance as the estimation could not identify the distinct part of a given

image which is hidden from the camera view. For object estimation of an occluded

object, for example, delivers difficulty. This difficulty could be the same if we face

an object that could not or partially be observed well from one viewpoint. As the

unseen observation is the main priority of this research, the probability of an object

pose that could not be estimated initially is considered in the proposed method. This

probability is utilized to estimate the best viewpoint from all 360 degrees.

Since the previous single viewpoint pose estimation utilized the Instance-to-Value

pairing, it was difficult to estimate the pose in a challenging environment setting. In

this Chapter, this approach, difficult cases such as occluded viewpoint is handled by

Instance-to-Instance pairing. In contrast to the Instance-to-Value pairing approach,

the Instance-to-Instance pairing approach defines instance as the given image view-

point in degrees. The pairing term here describes a pairing between a given image

pose and the estimated pose.

To explain how the instance is defined in the object estimation task, Figure 3.2 il-

lustrates how image viewpoints are considered an instance in both query and gallery

image sets in object identification. Here, we pair the query instance as a viewpoint

from the given object image with the best selection of viewpoint from the gallery

instances.
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Figure 3.2: Idea of the pairing for object pose estimation

3.3 Best Next-Viewpoint Recommendation by Select-

ing Minimum Pose Ambiguity for Category-Level

Object Pose Estimation

To discuss how the best next-viewpoint is found for object pose estimation, in this

Chapter, a novel next-viewpoint recommendation method is proposed based on the

selection of the minimum pose ambiguity. A metric called “pose ambiguity” is

defined given two different viewpoints; initial viewpoint ϕ and rotation angle δ to the

next viewpoint from ϕ. These are considered as parameters.

Here, rotation angle δ to the next viewpoint from the initial viewpoint ϕ is used as

the parameter. Since the initial viewpoint from the current observation I may be

ambiguous, by handling the current viewpoint as a latent variable, the pose ambigu-

ity function is decomposed into “pose ambiguity under given two viewpoints” and

“viewpoint ambiguity under a given observation” as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The

current viewpoint is defined as the query instance, which will then be paired with

the gallery instance to gain the best estimation for one given target object image.

The idea to select the best next-viewpoint from the possible viewpoints based on

the probability is a critical element for the proposed idea. Figure 3.4 illustrates the

angle distribution for the “pose ambiguity” A(δ; I). Here, the minimum value of A

infers the best next-viewpoint as δ [◦]. In the end, the pose estimation from two
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the idea on the one given viewpoint (top), and two given
viewpoints (bottom) for the next viewpoint recommendation

viewpoints is calculated by averaging them. Details of the process are introduced in

the following Sections.

3.3.1 Minimum pose ambiguity selection framework

This framework will measure the pose ambiguity in a quantitative way. First of all,

what is pose ambiguity? Here, it is defined as the difficulty to estimate the pose of an

object from a viewpoint. If the possibility of the object pose θ is widely distributed,

the result can be considered as ambiguous. Therefore, the pose ambiguity A(δ; I) is

defined based on pose likelihood distribution p(θ|I, δ) given the initial observation

I and rotation angle δ as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Here, a mapping functional G is

introduced from the pose likelihood distribution to the pose ambiguity. For example,

G can be defined by the Entropy of p(θ|I, δ) as
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Figure 3.4: Pose ambiguity distribution when selecting a next viewpoint δ [◦] from
the initial viewpoint (Input image I with ϕ = 95◦) as shown in Figure 1.10

A(δ; I) = G(p(θ|I, δ)) = −
∫

p(θ|I, δ) log p(θ|I, δ)dθ. (3.1)

Here, the pose likelihood distribution is evaluated under an image observed from the

initial viewpoint, and then the rotation angle to the best next-viewpoint is yielded.

Therefore, the pose likelihood distribution is defined as a conditional distribution

p(θ|I, δ) when an image I from the current viewpoint and a rotation angle δ are given.

The minimum value of the pose ambiguity in G will tell us the best next viewpoint

for accurate pose estimation using the two viewpoints. By using the formulation, we

find the best viewpoint by finding the minimum entropy as

δ̂ = arg min
δ

G(p(θ|I, δ)). (3.2)

To handle the ambiguity of the initial viewpoint, the pose likelihood distribution is

further decomposed as follows:
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p(θ|I, δ) =
∫

p(θ|ϕ, δ)p(ϕ|I)dϕ. (3.3)

The first term p(θ|ϕ, δ) indicates the pose likelihood distribution under two given

viewpoints ϕ and ϕ + δ, and the remaining p(ϕ|I) indicates the viewpoint likelihood

under a given observation. In the following sections; more details on the two distri-

butions are explained.

3.3.2 Viewpoint likelihood distribution

Since the absolute viewpoint of an observation is difficult to obtain, the viewpoint

likelihood distribution can be considered as a relative pose estimation from the initial

viewpoint. In the ideal case, if we have a discrete pose classifier in hand for the

pose estimation, we may obtain not only the estimation result (pose) but also the

likelihood for all possible poses. On the other hand, if we take a regression-based

approach for the pose estimation, such as Pose-CyclicR-Net proposed by Ninomiya

et al. [117], we may only obtain an estimation result such as

ϕ = f (I), (3.4)

where I represents a given image and f the pose estimator.

For such a regression-based pose estimator, how can we obtain the viewpoint like-

lihood distribution? Since we have many images Ii of various objects in a class, by

applying pose estimation to those corresponding images, we can obtain many pose

estimation results ϕi. From these results and corresponding ground-truth poses, we

can obtain a huge number of pairs of an estimation result and its ground truth.

By applying density estimation to these data, we can obtain a conditional distribu-

tion as p(ϕ| f (i)) = p(ϕgt|ϕest), where ϕgt represents the ground truth and ϕest the
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Figure 3.5: Viewpoint likelihood distribution p(ϕ|I) (Input image I with ϕ = 95◦)

estimation result. By using this conditional distribution, we can obtain the viewpoint

likelihood distribution as,

p(ϕ|I) = p(ϕ| f (I)) (3.5)

for a regression-based object pose estimator. This viewpoint likelihood distribution

is illustrated in Figure 3.5, which shows the likelihood of pose estimation results

from an observation I, the initial viewpoint. Since it is difficult to estimate the pose

from an observation which is captured from the viewpoint as shown in Figure 3.4,

the pose likelihood is widely distributed from about 45◦ to 220◦.

3.3.3 Pose likelihood distribution

Here the pose likelihood distribution given two viewpoints ϕ and ϕ + δ is explained,

where ϕ represents the initial viewpoint and δ the rotation angle to the next view-

point. The likelihood represents how likely the estimated poses are given the two
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Figure 3.6: Pose likelihood distribution p(θ|I, δ) given two viewpoints (Input image
I with ϕ = 95◦)

viewpoints. The pose likelihood distribution given two viewpoints is illustrated in

Figure 3.6. Here, the likelihood distribution is simply decomposed into two pose

likelihoods as

p(θ|ϕ, δ) = p(θ|ϕ)p(θ|ϕ + δ), (3.6)

where p(θ|ϕ) and p(θ|ϕ+δ) denote the pose likelihood distributions given a viewpoint

ϕ and ϕ + δ, respectively. This equation holds by assuming p(θ), which is the pose

likelihood without any information, follows a uniform distribution. Each likelihood

distribution given a viewpoint can also be calculated by applying density estimation

for the pairs of a pose estimation result and the ground truth similar to the method

described in Section 3.3.2.
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3.3.4 Pose estimation

After finding the best δ by using Equation (3.2), finally we can estimate the object

pose from two viewpoints; the initial viewpoint ϕ and the next viewpoint ϕ+ δ̂. Here,

I1 is the image observed from the initial viewpoint ϕ. After rotating δ̂, we obtain I2,

which is the image observed from the next viewpoint.

We estimate the pose θe from these two viewpoints as the average of pose estimation

results ϕ1 and ϕ2 from I1 and I2, respectively, as

θe =
ϕ1 + ϕ2 − δ̂

2
, (3.7)

where ϕ1 = f (I1) is the pose estimation from the initial viewpoint and ϕ2 = f (I2)

that from the next viewpoint. Since δ̂ is selected in terms of the minimum pose

ambiguity given an initial viewpoint and the rotation angle δ̂, the averaged pose θe

will be optimal.
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The next viewpoint recommendation idea, which consists of training and recommen-

dation phases, is shown in Figure 3.7. In practice, the pose likelihood distribution

p(θ|I, δ) is implemented by a lookup table. This lookup table is pre-computed in

the training phase. In the recommendation phase, after the current pose is estimated

from the initial viewpoint p(ϕ|I), we can obtain δ̂ by referring to the lookup table.

3.4 Experiments

3.4.1 Dataset

To show the effectiveness of the proposed viewpoint recommendation method, a

simulation-based evaluation is performed. For the simulation, 125 3D models in five

object categories; “Airplane”, “Car”, “Chair”, “Mug”, and “Toilet”, were selected

from the ShapeNet dataset [157]. The five categories of indoor objects were selected

from the versatile characteristic for each of them. The “Airplane” and “Car” are

considered and defined as an indoor object reflecting the kid’s toys. Concretely,

a 3D model was put in a virtual environment and observed using a virtual depth

sensor. By rotating the sensor around the z-axis of the 3D model, 360 depth images

in the range of [0◦, 360◦) were obtained for each model as shown in Figure 3.8. To

focus on the essential part of the proposed algorithm, the pose was estimated in the

single axis rotation setting. Additionally, in the simulation, the elevation angle of

the virtual sensor was changed as 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and 75◦ which was elevated

upright from the z-plane as shown in Figure 3.9.

In total, 125 objects were observed from each elevation angle with a total of 45,000

images. The rendered images were used for both training and testing in the evalua-

tion. These 125 objects in a category from the synthetic datasets were divided into

five folds for evaluating the proposed pose estimation method compared to other

methods in a five-fold cross-validation setup. For each fold, images of 25 objects

were used for testing and the remaining objects for training the model.
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Airplane Car Chair Mug Toilet

Figure 3.8: Example of images from the five classes in the ShapeNet dataset [157],
used in the experiment

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75°

Figure 3.9: Example of “Mug” images observed from different elevation angles

3.4.2 Pose estimation method

In the proposed method, any regression-based pose estimation can be used. Since

this part is not the core of the proposed method, a network architecture similar to the

Pose-CyclicR-Net proposed by Ninomiya et al. [117] was selected as the pose esti-

mator. Their original network architecture is shown in Figure 3.10. Since the object

pose variation was limited to a single axis rotation, the network output was modified

to a pair of trigonometric functions (cos θ, sin θ) instead of the original quaternion.

The pose estimator was trained using the training images.
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Figure 3.10: Original Pose-CyclicR-Net [117]. In the convolution (conv) layers 1
and 2, the light yellow boxes refer to the 2D convolution, the orange boxes to the
ReLu layer, and the light red boxes to the maxpooling layer. In the fully connected
(fc) layers 3, 4, 5, and 6, the light purple box refers to the dense layer and the dark

purple boxes to the ReLU layer

3.4.3 Evaluation criteria

The evaluation on the appropriateness of the recommended viewpoints for the pose

estimation is performed by using several criteria.

One criterion is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the pose estimation results with

the ground truth. The pose estimation results are obtained by using a pair of the

initial viewpoint and the recommended viewpoint. By considering the circularity of

angles, the error can be calculated as

MAE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

d(θie, θ
i
g), (3.8)

where N represents the number of images, θie and θig the pose estimation result and

the ground truth, respectively. d(θie, θg)i is the absolute difference of the poses con-

sidering the circularity defined as

d|θe − θg| =


|θe − θg| if |θe − θg| > 180◦,

180◦ − |θe − θg| otherwise.
(3.9)
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The other criterion is Pose Estimation Accuracy (PEA), which is defined as

PEA(τ) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

F(d(θie, θ
i
g) < τ), (3.10)

where τ represents a threshold error which reflects the difference of pose estimation

result θie and the ground truth θig, F(·) is a function which returns 1 if the condition in

the function holds and 0 vice versa.

Standard deviation over the five-fold cross-validation is also evaluated. This criterion

is defined as

σ =

√√
1
K

K∑
i=1

(MAEk −MAE)2, (3.11)

where MAEk is the MAE for each fold, and MAE represents the average of them.
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3.4.4 Comparative methods

The pose estimation results by the proposed method and several other baseline meth-

ods are compared. To the best of my knowledge, there is no existing method that

could be directly compared with the proposed method as the category-level best

next-viewpoint estimation task has just been initiated by this work. Thus as a base-

line, pose estimation from a single viewpoint, which just applies a Pose-CyclicR-

Net [117]-like network to the input image from the initial viewpoint is used.

Several viewpoint recommendation methods are also compared.

1. Single Viewpoint Object Pose Estimation method: A traditional viewpoint rec-

ommendation method utilized by a majority of previous work. This method

considers pose from only a single viewpoint.

2. Adopted from Sock et al.’s work [113], Random Viewpoint Object Pose Es-

timation method, this method considers pose estimation from two viewpoints

and random: The next viewpoint is randomly selected from all around 360◦.

Because of the randomness, ten viewpoints are tried randomly and the estima-

tion results are averaged in the evaluation.

3. Also adopted from Sock et al.’s work [113], Opposite Viewpoint Object Pose

Estimation method, this method considers pose estimation from two view-

points and opposite: The next viepwoint is selected from the angle opposite

to the current viewpoint. This is the furthest point from the initial point, so

Sock et al. call it the “Furthest” in their paper.

Figure 3.11 shows examples of the viewpoint recommendation methods for a given

“Mug” image. The images shown in Figure 3.11 are observations from the recom-

mended viewpoints.
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Figure 3.11: Example of images observed from the estimated viewpoints by the
proposed method and comparative methods

3.4.5 Results

3.4.5.1 Comparison on Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

Pose estimation error is analyzed with various object categories; “Airplane” “Car”,

“Chair”, “Mug”, and “Toilet”. Table 3.1 tabulates the MAE comparison between

all five object categories when the elevation angle is 0◦. We can see that the pro-

posed method almost outperforms the comparative methods for different target ob-

jects. Only in the “Chair” category, it ranks the third after “Opposite” and “Ran-

dom”. Overall, this result shows that the proposed method is capable to produce a

good estimation for various categories.

Then, to investigate the relation between the elevation angle with the pose estimation

method, “Mug” was chosen as the target object category and the results are shown
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Table 3.1: Comparison of MAE for the five object categories when the elevation
angle is 0◦ by five-fold cross validation

Object
Single Random Opposite Proposed

Category

“Airplane” 12.86◦ 11.76◦ 11.79◦ 11.45◦

“Car” 8.73◦ 7.75◦ 8.12◦ 7.09◦

“Chair” 10.88◦ 8.24◦ 7.30◦ 8.77◦

“Mug” 13.07◦ 11.34◦ 11.03◦ 9.58◦

“Toilet” 10.12◦ 8.54◦ 7.96◦ 7.66◦

Table 3.2: Comparison of MAE for different elevation angles of “Mug” by five-fold
cross validation

Elevation
Single Random Opposite Proposed

Angle

0◦ 12.55◦ 10.67◦ 10.14◦ 9.34◦

15◦ 12.63◦ 10.79◦ 10.36◦ 9.51◦

30◦ 12.11◦ 10.25◦ 9.97◦ 8.81◦

45◦ 8.98◦ 7.46◦ 7.12◦ 6.76◦

60◦ 6.05◦ 5.04◦ 5.07◦ 4.68◦

75◦ 4.80◦ 4.01◦ 3.83◦ 4.44◦

in Table 3.2. For most of the elevation angles, the proposed method almost out-

performed the comparative methods. The “Opposite” and the “Random” methods

outperformed the proposed method only in the case of 75◦ elevation angle. For this

elevation angle, the proposed method was not the best but still could be considered

comparable to the comparative methods. However, since in the proposed work, the

main priority is the pose estimation from 0◦ to 45◦ considering the ambiguity prob-

lem, these cases become less critical.

These results clearly show that the proposed method is effective and gives a better

way (next viewpoint) for object pose estimation. The proposed method successfully

managed to reduce the pose ambiguity in the difficult observation which has been

mentioned earlier in Figure 3.3. We can see that estimating an object’s pose from
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Table 3.3: Comparison using partial - Area Under Curve (pAUC) of Pose Estima-
tion Accuracy (PEA) by changing the error threshold for for the five object cate-

gories when the elevation angle is 0◦ by five-fold cross validation

Object
Single Random Opposite Proposed

Category

“Airplane” 89.01 89.01 89.03 89.65
“Car” 92.35 92.00 91.52 92.58

“Chair” 88.76 91.27 92.19 90.72
“Mug” 87.12 88.35 88.46 90.24
“Toilet” 90.72 91.20 91.55 92.23

two viewpoints yields a better result than that from a single viewpoint. By comparing

with the other pose recommendation methods, the proposed method achieves better

results by carefully selecting the best viewpoint for object pose estimation.

3.4.5.2 Comparison on Pose Estimation Accuracy (PEA)

In general, smaller error is the main priority for pose estimation analysis with the

comparative methods. Thus, the Pose Estimation Accuracy (PEA) is analyzed by

changing the error threshold τ in Equation (3.10) in the case of elevation angle 0◦.

To see the performance of the proposed method with the various categories, partial-

Area Under Curve (pAUC) is calculated and summarized in Table 3.3. The proposed

method achieved the highest pAUC than the comparative methods for each of the

four object categories except for the “Chair”.

Using “Mug” as the target object category, an evaluation for PEA is conducted with

the elevation angles, from 0◦ to 75◦. In five out of six elevation angles, the proposed

method achieved the most accurate results compared to the other methods as illus-

trated in Table 3.4. For the remaining elevation angle, 75◦, the proposed method was

not the best but could be considered comparable to the comparative methods. This is

because object poses are easily distinguishable from the initial viewpoints. In these

cases, viewpoint selection becomes less important.
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Table 3.4: Comparison using partial- Area Under Curve (pAUC) of Pose Estimation
Accuracy (PEA) by changing the error threshold τ from 0◦ to 100◦ by five-fold cross

validation

Elevation
Single Random Opposite Proposed

Angle

0◦ 87.73 89.09 89.52 90.68
15◦ 87.79 88.91 89.16 90.53
30◦ 88.23 89.44 89.74 91.11
45◦ 91.01 92.13 92.50 92.95
60◦ 93.68 94.49 94.44 94.92
75◦ 94.85 95.51 95.64 95.14

Figure 3.12: Pose Estimation Accuracy by changing the error threshold τ from 0◦

to 100◦ (elevation angle = 30◦)

The relation between the pose estimation accuracy and the error threshold is plotted

in Figure 3.12. Here, the pose estimation accuracy is plotted by changing the error

threshold τ in Equation (3.10) in the case of elevation angle 30◦ (testing fold number

2). We can see that the proposed method outperformed all the comparative methods

when the error threshold is within 0◦ ⩽ τ < 70◦. When 70◦ ⩽ τ < 100◦, the “Oppo-

site” method outperformed the proposed method. However, a large error threshold

value will not critically influence the pose estimation accuracy, so we can consider
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the results when τ ⩾ 70◦ are not significant for this purpose.

3.5 Discussion

This section discusses more details about the experimental results presented in the

previous section. The comparisons of results between methods and discussion on the

relative relation of the indoor object type image with the object’s characteristics that

can be recognized from the newly proposed ambiguity minimization pose estimation

are provided here.

The methods’ performances are analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively to validate

the proposed method’s effectiveness to affirm the experimental goals.

3.5.1 Quantitative evaluation

To discuss the quantitative evaluation of the results obtained in Section 3.4, the Mean

Absolute Error (MAE) and partial Area Under Curve (pAUC) are analyzed statisti-

cally. A box plot graph of MAE is illustrated in Figure 3.13. This graph indicates

the minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and the maximum values.

The median values of the MAE of the proposed method show the lowest value for

“Airplane” and “Mug”. According to the “Airplane” and “Mug” statistical results,

they show that not only the “Mug”, which has only a part of the one-axis symmetri-

cal object, delivers a good result in the analysis, but, “Airplane” as a normal one-axis

symmetrical object also achieved a promising performance. The one-axis symmet-

rical objects here, “Airplane”, “Car”, “Chair”, “Mug”, and “Toilet” are object cate-

gories considered to be symmetrical in one-axis or one plane. The “Mug” has the

minimum part from the whole object, which indicates the symmetrical characteristic

compared to the other four object categories. An earlier assumption was that, the

unique characteristic of an object could yield a good result. However, this exper-

iment shows that the proposed method could perform with a versatile object type.
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Figure 3.13: Example of one-axis symmetrical object

The difference between one-axis symmetrical object examples for the MAE analysis

by using the three comparative methods and the proposed method are illustrated in

Figure 3.13.

Furthermore, from all the object type analyses, the absence of outliers which are

indicated by dots in Figure 3.13 shows that the proposed method delivers a promis-

ing approach to estimating the pose from an ambiguous viewpoint. Here the dots

presented an outlier for the “Chair” with “Single” and “Opposite” and “Toilet” with

“Single” and “Random” methods, in several MAE data from this analysis.

For “Car” and “Toilet”, the proposed method performs competitively with the “Op-

posite” method. However, for “Chair”, the proposed method ranked the third.

By focussing on the elevation angle at 0◦ with “Mug” images, MAE and pAUCs of

PEA for each fold is illustrated in Table 3.5. The standard deviation is used to en-

sure agreement between the theoretical prediction and the proposed pose estimation

method’s performance.
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Figure 3.14: Image examples for the four viewpoint groups using the “Mug” object
category

By looking at each of the standard deviation value for MAE and the pAUCs of PEA,

the pose estimation for the five object categories are further being analyzed and com-

pared.

The proposed method’s standard deviation is 3.92, which shows that it is the second

stable among all the methods. For the pAUC of PEA analysis, for the fold numbers

2 to 5, the proposed method gained the highest estimation accuracy. The standard

deviation of the proposed method for the pAUC of PEA for all folds, is 3.05 which

also shows that it is the most stable method among all the methods.

3.5.2 Qualitative evaluation

Furthermore, qualitative evaluation is investigated to confirm the advantages of the

proposed method by grouping the initial viewpoint into four groups as shown in

Figure 3.14; initial viewpoint group 1 (0◦ – 44 ◦ and 315◦ – 359◦), group 2 (45◦ –

134 ◦), group 3 (135◦ – 224◦), and group 4 (225◦ – 314◦).
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Table 3.6: Comparison of MAE for “Mug” for different initial viewpoint groups (0◦

elevation angle)

Initial
Viewpoint Single Random Opposite Proposed

Group

1 9.03◦ 7.31◦ 6.30◦ 6.00◦

2 17.66◦ 11.43◦ 9.23◦ 9.97◦

3 7.13◦ 6.77◦ 6.30◦ 6.01◦

4 6.97◦ 6.71◦ 9.22◦ 5.41◦

The four group selection is sufficient to analyze four types of initial viewpoints, since

all the viewpoint possibilities in the range of [0◦, 360◦) slightly differ in few degrees

of the representative viewpoint which are 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦.

In Table 3.6, estimation results of different initial viewpoint groups are shown. We

can see that the proposed method outperforms the comparative methods in most

groups. For group 2, although the proposed method ranks the second, it still presents

its competitiveness to the “Opposite” method with a difference of 0.74◦.

For a more qualitative study, the initial viewpoint image is also compared with the

best next-viewpoint using the “Mug” images. Since the proposed method could sug-

gest and select the best next-viewpoint, even if we had an ambigious image as the

initial viewpoint, the proposed method could still estimate the object’s pose accu-

rately. For the visual purpose of the qualitative analysis, four initial viewpoints were

randomly selected as the example object images. Each of the image represents the

four initial viewpoint groups. Table 3.7 provides the output examples from a less

ambigious initial viewpoint for the proposed method and comparative methods. We

can see that the proposed method achieves better pose estimation results than the

comparative methods.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of MAE for “Mug” when the elevation angle is 0◦ for view-
point groups. The value in brackets represent the difference between the initial

viewpoint and the pose estimation result

Image Single Random Opposite Proposed

342.0◦ 356.0◦ 357.5◦ 0.0◦

0.0◦ (18.0◦) (3.5◦) (2.5◦) (0.0◦)

40.0◦ 39.5◦ 41.5◦ 32.0◦

30.0◦ (10.0◦) (9.5◦) (11.5◦) (2.0◦)

219.0◦ 223.0◦ 220.5◦ 207.5◦

210.0◦ (9.0◦) (13.0◦) (10.5◦) (2.5◦)

298.0◦ 292.0◦ 298.5◦ 326.5◦

330.0◦ (32.0◦) (38.0◦) (31.5◦) (3.5◦)

3.5.3 Limitation and further considerations

Regarding the proposed multiple viewpoint pose estimation method via minimiza-

tion of pose ambiguity with the utilization of the best next-viewpoint, there are some

limitations and considerations necessary for its development in the future.

• The proposed method is designed for the multiple-viewpoint object pose es-

timation task with indoor object images and with the single-dimensional axis

rotation for the image capturing the viewpoint. It is easily-expandable for the

multi-dimensional axis rotation environment setting. It is expected that there

will be a more straightforward strategy to reduce the time for training all im-

ages for more than one rotation axis, up to three-axes, in an acceptable time

for gaining a network model.
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• The proposed method uses a simple averaging for the two pose estimation re-

sults ϕ1 and ϕ2, and considers the rotation angle δ̂ as shown in Equation (3.7).

However, increasing the number of dimensional axis rotations requires modifi-

cation of the pose estimation formula. There is room for further improvement

in revising the equation, which will be aligned with the increasing dimensional

axis rotation, e.g., yaw and pitch, instead of the roll used here.

• Utilizing the simulated rendered images is one of the limitations. Careful han-

dling of real captured data with heavy noise is one of future work. Comparing

the effectiveness of simulated images and real captured images in pose estima-

tion will also be one of future research prospects.

• Since the object categories utilized in the evaluation analysis is limited, there

is still room for improvement using a wide variety of object category images to

ensure the versatility of the proposed method in various environment settings.

3.6 Summary

This chapter introduced a solution for Research topic 1, which corresponds to the

improvement on selecting the best next viewpoint given an initial viewpoint for ob-

ject pose estimation from multiple viewpoints. The limitations on single viewpoint

pose estimation for finding the best estimation pose which could not select the best

viewpoint was first discussed here. Considering the initial viewpoint as the latent

variable for exploring the best next-viewpoint performed extensively to pair the best

next-viewpoint for a given current viewpoint. Several experiments were performed

to evaluate the quantitative and qualitative performance for the pose ambiguity min-

imization method. This pose ambiguity minimization method was demonstrated to

be adequate to estimate the ambiguous viewpoint for a given object category-level.

Through this example, the single query pairing approach showed its effectiveness in

estimating a good estimation pair by looking at the multiple viewpoint pose estima-

tion task as one of the object identification problems.
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Chapter 4

Pairing Approach for Person

Re-identification

As presented and discussed in Chapter 1, the main problem raised in the thesis is

how to develop and discern the suitable methods for the pairing approaches in versa-

tile object identification applications. In the previous Chapter, single-query pairing

was discussed and proved through the two viewpoints object pose estimation for an

indoor object category-level. In this chapter, as Research topic 2, multiple-query

pairing is discussed and proved through the person re-identification task. For mak-

ing the person re-identification task suit with the multiple-query pairing approach,

the simultaneous image pairing task is introduced. Therefore, Simultaneous Mul-

tiple Query Pairing is introduced as one of the multiple-query pairing approaches

for object identification in this Chapter to meet the increasing demand on the person

re-identification task.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 4.1 describes the general back-

ground of ideas of multiple-query pairing in person re-identification. Next, how

the instances are regulated and considered to work accordingly with the person re-

identification context is discussed in Section 4.2. Then, Section 4.3 elaborates the

proposed framework to gain a good pairing strategy for the person re-identification

67
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task via a simultaneous image pairing approach. In Section 4.4 the problem is eval-

uated by investigating the effectiveness of the pairing strategy for given images with

several comparative methods and by changing the image number for both gallery

and query data. Additional experiments for further discussion are also provided in

Section 4.5 before finally the chapter is closed with a summary in Section 4.6.

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the actual pairing process for person re-identification for suc-

cessfully pairing similar person identities from the query to the gallery set of dataset

images. Multiple-query pairing for person re-identification demands a good person

pairing strategy.

As discussed in Chapter 2, especially in Section 2.2, various methods have been

proposed for the person re-identification task from the basic idea of image pairing

by image feature to the recent deep learning methods [53, 61–69, 115, 135–152,

156]. Most of the proposed works including Zheng et al.’s work [115] utilize the

individual pairing strategy to match the query to gallery images. They show good re-

identification accuracy, but with the introduction of the simultaneous image pairing

in both query and gallery sets, it could be improved by restricting the matched image

from re-matching among all the remaining person images in the query image set.

To find the best pairing between the query images and the gallery images aligned

with multiple query pairing, the pairing requires to occur simultaneously, whereby,

compared to the traditional image pairing in the previous works conducted separately

with a single pairing strategy. Concretely, single pairing methods could yield un-

matched images as illustrated in Figure 1.11, but simultaneous person pairing could

solve this issue. This chapter focuses on the essential part of the problem setting

and the idea of simultaneous person pairing; The method is explained and evalu-

ated by limiting it to two viewpoints involved in the analysis. However, extension
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to a more than two viewpoints is possible if we considered a different research set-

ting and viewpoints involved. With the utilization of several public datasets, View-

point Invariant Pedestrian Recognition (VIPeR) dataset [48], CUHK01 dataset [49],

iLIDS-VID dataset [158], and PRID dataset [50], several assessments are made on

the proposed method’s effectiveness.

In summary, the contributions in this chapter are as follows:

1. Introduction of a new multiple query pairing approach in person re-identification,

considering the Instance-to-Instance pairing approach in the person pairing

task.

2. Introduction of a simultaneous person matching scheme for person re-identification

based on the Stable Marriage Algorithm (SMA) [120] previously known in

Economics.

3. Analysis on a comparison of the image matching methods in cases where the

image sets contain equal or non-equal numbers of images.

4.2 Details on the Pairing Approach for Person Re-

identification

Chapter 1 introduced multiple-query pairing as one of the pairing categories for ob-

ject identification. To apply the pairing concept to person re-identification, we should

define the instances in the task. In person re-identification, a person is defined as an

object for the identification task. During the identification, generally, an object is

identified from query camera view to gallery camera view based on the similarity

of their identity (ID). Thus, the instance is defined as a person image in this con-

text. Since traditional person re-identification methods took the individual pairing

approach based on their re-identification’s matching idea, they have difficulty yield-

ing good matching results in a challenging setting. In this thesis, instead of taking

the individual pairing approach, a simultaneous pairing approach is considered.
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Query Image Set
(Camera A)

Gallery Image Set
(Camera B)

(a) Traditional : Individual pairing 
in person re-identification

Query Image Set
(Camera A)

Gallery Image Set
(Camera B)

(b) Proposed : Simultaneous pairing 
in person re-identification

Figure 4.1: Image pairing in person re-identification

Single query pairing, also categorized as specific person retrieval, illustrated in Ta-

ble 1.1, is defined as an Instance-to-Instance pairing approach that could perform in

the traditional person re-identification setting but not in a complex environment set-

ting. This difficult environment may occur in the person’s re-identification problem

when a repeated matching of images between query and gallery sets is allowed on an

event and also with non-similar image numbers between query and gallery sets. A

problem also occurs when unmatched images remain at the end of the matching. En-

suring that the person images are not repeatedly matched during the re-identification

would solve the first problem in single image pairing person re-identification. To

avoid the second problem, the remaining unmatched images are forced to be paired

with at least one person image. Here, the instances are paired simultaneously, de-

pending on the image numbers given in the dataset for all the available query im-

ages. Expanding the single query pairing into simultaneous image pairing could

avoid these repeatedly matched image pairs and unmatched images for producing a

good re-identification accuracy for the person re-identification task.

To explain how the instance works in person re-identification, Figure 4.1 illustrates

how images are considered an instance in both query and gallery image sets. Black,

red and green lines in Figure 4.1 (a) indicate that each image in the query image

set is paired with an image in the gallery image set one by one. On the other hand,
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the three colored lines in Figure 4.1 (b) show all images in the query set are paired

simultaneously with the images in the gallery set.

4.3 Multiple-Query Pairing Approach for Person Re-

identification via the Stable Marriage Algorithm

To perform object identification with simultaneous person re-identification, the instance-

to-instance pairing is considered as a multiple-query pairing for all the instances in

both query and gallery sets simultaneously.

Here, we assume that a camera view detects every person in the scene without redun-

dancy. A specific pairing approach is essential to ensure that the image in the query

has a pair instance in the gallery. Considering the person re-identification problem as

an instance of the marriage problem, a pairing method is proposed in this chapter that

finds a stable pairing of query and gallery image sets. To solve the image matching

in person re-identification, the Stable Marriage Algorithm (SMA) [120] is intro-

duced for the person re-identification task. SMA was widely utilized in Economics

in early 21st century. To the extent of my knowledge, the introduction of SMA in the

identification task has not been challenged. Therefore, the implementation of person

re-identification is initiated by restrategizing the pairing approach. Most conven-

tional person re-identification methods consider only the analysis on the similarities

of images but do not consider the similarity ranking from both sides. Meanwhile, the

proposed method with the SMA considers the similarity ranking, which provides a

more robust matching.

Thanks to the algorithm, a bipartite graph matching based person re-identification

method is realized. The overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Here, the gist of person re-identification is followed where one query image set is

paired with another gallery image set. The core idea of the pairing approach is the

middle part of this whole picture. For pairing images on the left-hand side; query
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the proposed method. The person image is considered
as an instance of the Stable Marriage Problem (SMA). The gray circles represent
both camera views’ person images as an element of each set, while the light blue
circles in the blue shaded areas represent preference lists sorted horizontally for
each camera view from preferable to unpreferable. SMA matches images from
camera view A’s image set to camera view B’s image set based on the preference
list. The blue line represents the matching from person a1 to b2, the green line from

a2 to b3, and the red line from a3 to b1.

image set, the images will be carefully analyzed based on their preference or, in this

context, the similarity rank.

In this Section, since the instance pairing part is the core issue in this thesis, the

pairing process is explained first. After that, the details of feature extraction and

similarity distance calculation are explained in the following sections. In this thesis,

since the image feature selection is not the primary focus, simple image features are

used and sophisticated features proposed in state-of-the-art person re-identification

methods are used for the comparison study.

4.3.1 Marriage problems

The marriage problem was initially proposed by Gale and Shapley [120] a few

decades ago in Economics. The concept, which described a matching solution for

elements in two sets of elements given a ranking of preference for each element, was
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successfully implemented in a real-life situation; doctor-hospital assignment in the

United States of America in 1962 [159]. The marriage problem is composed of the

following two definitions, assuming that there are men 1, 2, ..., and women 1, 2, ...,

each with a preference list of the opposite sex to propose marriage to.

Definition 4.1. An unstable matching of marriage is defined as two persons; man

1 and man 2, are assigned to woman 1 and woman 2, respectively, although man 2

prefers woman 1 to woman 2 and woman 1 prefers man 2 to man 1.

Definition 4.2. The marriage problem is defined as stable if every person is matched

with a partner.

SMA gives stable pairing of the instances by rematching an existing pair if it showed

less rank preference by the instance’s partner. Thus, if there are the same numbers of

men and women, each of them will have a partner based on his/her preference list.

SMA is known to have a polynomial solution, and it also is one example of bipartite

graph matching.

4.3.2 Simultaneous image pairing via the Stable Marriage Algo-

rithm

For person re-identification, the similarity rank of a query image to all its gallery

images could be considered a similar state with an element with their preference list

in the SMA. The similarity image rank represents quantitatively how close a query

image is to other gallery images. For this purpose, the idea of simultaneous image

pairing is proposed here, by considering the similarity image rank as the preference

list in SMA.

The idea of having a similarity rank of the images before the pairing is illustrated in

Algorithm 1. SMA uses two preference ranking lists for Camera View A to B and

Camera View B to A. In other words, the pairing with SMA for two camera views is

considered from both camera view’s preference rankings. Meanwhile, the traditional
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Algorithm 1 Simultaneous Image Matching via the Stable Marriage Algorithm for Person
Re-identification
1: Inputs:

IA ← Query for N Images , IB ← Gallery for N Images

Phase 1 - Preference List as Similarity Ranking

2: for i← 1 to N do
3: Rank(IAi ) ← sort([IB1 , I

B
2 , ..]) by s(IAi , I

B
j ) in descending order

4: Rank(IBi ) ← sort([IA1 , I
A
2 , ..]) by s(IBi , I

A
j ) in descending order

5: end for

Phase 2 - Simultaneous Image Matching

∀IAi ∈ IA and ∀IBi ∈ IB as free
6: while ∃ free IAi which still has an IBi to be matched with do
7: IBi ← first rank in IAi ’s list and IAi has not yet been matched
8: if IBi is free then:
9: (IAi ,IBi ) becomes matched
10: else:
11: ∃ pair (IAk ,IBi ) already matched
12: if IBi is more similar to IAi than IAk then:
13: IAk becomes free
14: (IAi ,IBi ) becomes matched
15: else:
16: (IAk ,IBi ) is kept matched
17: end if
18: end if
19: end while

1

individual image pairing considers only the ranking for Camera View A to B with

several criteria.

By utilizing the proposed simultaneous image matching, preference rankings are

considered for both Camera A to B and Camera B to A. Compared to traditional

Greedy Matching and Hungarian Matching [153] methods, the proposed method

will not only sort the preference ranking and choose the best image in the rank as

the final matched image, but also confirms the opposite preference ranking which is

a requirement for SMA. In the end, this yields a robust image pairing.

4.3.3 Image similarity ranking

In the proposed method, two kinds of image features are focussed; one is the tra-

ditional HSV color histogram, and the other is the modified image feature, named
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(a) Original mask image provided by SDALF [14].

(b) Mask images by Mask R-CNN [48].

Figure 4.3: Examples of mask images using the VIPeR dataset [48].

Mask-improved Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) to cal-

culate the similarity between images in both query and gallery images. For the HSV

color histogram, the histogram intersection method which is the same as that in

[160, 161], is used for image comparison to calculate the distance between the im-

ages. For HSV color histogram, since it is commonly used to extract a feature from

an image, it is considered as the baseline image feature.

Meanwhile, Mask-improved SDALF is an extension of SDALF, a well-known image

feature for person re-identification. While the traditional SDALF utilizes a person

image mask generated by Stel Component Analysis [162] to calculate image fea-

tures, the proposed Mask-improved SDALF estimates the person image mask by

using Mask R-CNN [163]. These masked images of the VIPeR dataset utilizing

the Mask-improved SDALF are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Since the image feature

extracted in the original SDALF depends on the quality of the utilized mask, the
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newly proposed and improved version of the SDALF feature is named as Mask-

improved SDALF (MSDALF). Thanks to the more exemplary person image masks,

the Mask-improved SDALF can extract better image features that capture a person’s

characteristics.

An M-bin HSV color histogram or Mask-improved SDALF image feature is calcu-

lated from two images as IA
i and IB

j for the similarity calculation, respectively, where

xA
i = f (IA

i ), (4.1)

xB
j = f (IB

j ). (4.2)

The image feature similarity of two images will be calculated by the similarity func-

tion s(IA
i , I

B
j ) which is defined as

s(IA
i , I

B
j ) = s f (xA

i , x
B
j ), (4.3)

where s f (xA
i , x

B
j ) is the histogram-intersection defined as

s f (xA
i , x

B
j ) =

M∑
k=1

min(xA
ik, x

B
jk). (4.4)

Using this appearance similarity, we sort the images and then apply SMA to find the

matched image pairs by simultaneous image matching.
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4.3.4 Simultaneous image pairing implementation for person re-

identification

Person re-identification across two camera views is formulated as an instance of the

marriage problem given person images IA and IB detected from two camera-views

(Cameras A and B), respectively, as follows.

IA = {IA
1 , I

A
2 , ......, I

A
N} (4.5)

IB = {IB
1 , I

B
2 , ......, I

B
N} (4.6)

By following the SMA, we obtain a similarity ranking list for each person image. Ta-

ble 4.1 showed an example with three images from Camera A and three images from

Camera B. For matching these images, for each image in IA, images in IB are sorted

by the similarity with respect to each image in IA in descending order. The proposed

algorithm, simultaneous image matching via SMA, is shown in Algorithm 1.

In SMA, matching will be performed by looking up both Tables 4.1 (a) and (b)

alternately. First, IA
1 and IB

3 are matched as IB
3 is the best choice for IA

1 , and IA
1 is also

the first rank for IB
3 . Next, IA

2 is matched with IB
1 , as IA

2 is the second rank in IB
1 and it

still is not matched with any image yet. In the third loop, IA
3 is matched with IB

3 , but

since IB
3 is already matched with IA

1 , IA
3 remains not matched in the first loop and IB

3

is removed from the rank list of IA
3 . In the fourth loop, IA

3 which is not matched yet

is matched with IB
2 . Finally, we have three matched image pairs which are (IA

1 , IB
3 ),

(IA
2 , IB

1 ), and (IA
3 , IB

2 ).

Here, we can see the query image is matched to all gallery images simultaneously by

considering the similarity rank of each image. It brings us a new versatile approach
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Table 4.1: Example of image similarity based on feature similarity

(a) From IA to IB

IA Image List

Query First Second Third
Image Rank Rank Rank

IA
1 IB

3 IB
1 IB

2
IA
2 IB

1 IB
3 IB

2
IA
3 IB

3 IB
2 IB

1

(b) From IB to IA

IB Image List

Query First Second Third
Image Rank Rank Rank

IB
1 IA

1 IA
2 IA

3
IB
2 IA

2 IA
3 IA

1
IB
3 IA

1 IA
2 IA

3

compared to the conventional person re-identification methods which just implement

standard individual image matching for each person image. Applying SMA in person

re-identification directs us to gain a stable image matching by avoiding redundant

image matches.

4.4 Experiments

To evaluate the image pairing performance of the proposed method, experiments

performed with several comparison methods are reported in the following Sections.

4.4.1 Dataset

For performing a comparative study, four public datasets are used.
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Viewpoint Invariant Pedestrian Recognition (VIPeR) dataset [48] is widely used in

Person Re-identification. It provides two outdoor camera views under several view-

points and lighting conditions which consists of 632 person images. Each person has

one image per camera and the images are scaled to 128 x 48 pixels. It provides the

pose angle of each person as 0◦ (front), 45◦, 90◦ (right), 135◦, and 180◦ (back).

CUHK01 dataset [49] consists of 3,884 manually cropped person images for 971

persons. This dataset also provides a variety of outdoor camera views under several

lighting conditions. Each of the person has one image per camera and the images are

scaled to 60 x 160 pixels.

iLIDS-VID dataset [158] consists of 300 different pedestrians observed across two

disjoint camera views in public open space. The dataset comprises 600 image se-

quences of 300 distinct persons, with one pair of image sequences from two camera

views for each person with the images scaled to 64 x 128 pixels. The length of 23 to

192 frames, with an average of 73 frame.

PRID dataset [50] consists of two cameras, with 385 persons in camera view A and

749 persons in camera view B. The first 200 persons appear in both camera views,

i.e., person 0001 in view A corresponds to person 0001 in view B, person 0002 in

view A corresponds to person 0002 in view B, and so on. The remaining persons in

each camera view (i.e., persons 0201 to 0385 in view A and persons 0201 to 0749

in view B) compose the gallery set of the corresponding view. Hence, a typical

evaluation consists of searching the 200 first persons in one camera view from all

persons in the other camera view.

4.4.2 Comparative methods

To gain a good comparison for pairing approaches in person re-identification, the

conventional individual image pairing method is introduced as the baseline method.

This individual image pairing method is a case of single-query pairing, while the

proposed simultaneous image pairing method is a case of multiple-query pairing
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person re-identification. The proposed method is compared with existing methods

from individual image pairing and simultaneous image pairing to show the effec-

tiveness of the multiple-query pairing compared to the single-query pairing in the

person re-identification task. Though the main priority for the proposed method is

the multiple-query pairing, individual image pairing with the newly proposed MS-

DALF feature is also compared.

Meanwhile, as to compare with the proposed pairing approaches, the state-of-the-

art bipartite graph matching method, Greedy Matching (GM), Hungarian Matching

(HM) [153], and Person Re-identification via Structured Matching (PRiSM) [115]

are used. For these comparative methods, images are compared with HSV and MS-

DALF features. For the HSV feature, an M = 16-bins HSV color histogram is used.

In summary, the following is a list of methods that are compared.

1. SDALF: The baseline person pairing method for single-query pairing for per-

son re-identification.

2. MSDALF: The comparison method for single-query pairing for person re-

identification. It utilizes the newly proposed masking method for feature ex-

traction for person re-identification.

3. PRiSM-II [115]: The state-of-the-art method for multiple-query pairing which

is an improved version of the PRiSM method [115]. It is only applied to the

VIPER dataset.

4. HSV + GM: A method that uses HSV color as the image feature with Greedy

Matching.

5. MSDALF + GM: A method that uses the newly proposed MSDALF as the

image feature with Greedy Matching.

6. HSV + HM: A method that uses HSV color as the image feature with Hungar-

ian Matching [153].
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7. MSDALF + HM: A method that uses the newly proposed MSDALF as the

image feature with Hungarian Matching [153].

4.4.3 Image pairing settings

To make the comparison study relevant with the existing methods, here, the experi-

mental setting by Farenzena et al. [53] using the VIPeR dataset images is used as the

general evaluation setting, except that here, matching rate in [53] is called pairing

rate between all images in the dataset. In Farenzena et al.’s work, an experiment is

repeated ten times with a random image selection, and the results are averaged as the

final result in the proposed two evaluations, comparison on pairing accuracy and dif-

ferent number of images. Since SMA outputs only the paired result, only the Rank-1

image pairing score is evaluated. For evaluating the performance of the proposed

method, the Rank-1 rate is calculated from the number of successful pairing over the

number of persons.

Although the analysis is performed only on the VIPER dataset, here, the dataset is

extended by using three additional public datasets introduced in Section 4.4.1. Con-

cretely, 316, 485, 150, and 200 person images are randomly selected from VIPeR,

CUHK01, iLIDS-VID, and PRID datasets, respectively, for the first evaluation pur-

poses.

In the proposed second evaluation, analysis on the comparison of the different num-

bers of images, to confirm the reliability of the multiple query pairing approach for

person re-identification, here, the experimental setting by Zhang et al. [115] is used,

which focusses on a case where the numbers of images from two cameras are not

the same. This setting is crucial as the actual scenario of the captured images from

camera views is not often in the same number, e.g., in a real-life railway station and

airport; therefore, this unequal image number setting is essential. They selected half

(50.0%), one fourth (25.0%), and one eighth (12.5%) of the images in the query

image set. Every query image will have only one matched image in the gallery set,

but not all the gallery images are matched with images in the query set. To extend
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the SMA to work in an unequal number setting, the condition of the pairing is re-

stricted based on the suggestion from McVitie et al. [164]. The proposed algorithm

in phase 2 in Algorithm 1 is simply extended to the male-optimal SMA to handle

the unequal numbers of images. Although Zhang et al.’s work was only performed

on the VIPeR dataset, here, the pairing accuracy comparison is performed also on

CUHK01, iLIDS-VID, and PRID datasets.

The computational time during the identification process is a critical issue in real-

world applications. Based on the Zhang et al.’s work [115], the storage and com-

putational time are focussed on and analyzed. In this thesis, only the computational

time is discussed. Since there are three types of computational times measured by

Zhang et al., image descriptors T1, entity-matching similarities T2, and entity-level

structured matching T3, here, only T2 is considered as T1 and T3 processes are not

implemented in the proposed work. The pairing concept proposed in this thesis is

similar to Zhang et al.’s concept, entity-matching similarities. Since implementa-

tions of Zhang et al.’s work are not completely reported; only the VIPeR dataset’s

matching performance results are referred from their papers. For other comparative

methods’ computational time, the provided codes from their papers are directly used

without any control to extract only the image feature for MSDALF before the pair-

ing process is conducted for the additional three CUHK01, iLIDS-VID, and PRID

datasets. Our experiments were all run on a multi-thread CPU (Intel Corei7-7700)

3.6 GHz with 16 GB of RAM.

4.4.4 Results

4.4.4.1 Comparison on average pairing accuracy

The results for the comparison on pairing accuracy are summarized in Table 4.2

in two categories; single-query pairing and multiple-query pairing. The proposed

method with a new masking, namely MSDALF, outperformed the original SDALF

for the VIPeR dataset in the single query pairing comparison. This improvement
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Table 4.2: Comparison of pairing methods in matching accuracy on VIPeR[48],
CUHK01[49], iLIDS-VID[158], and PRID[50] datasets.

Dataset
Pairing Method VIPeR CUHK01 iLIDS-VID PRID

[48] [49] [158] [50]

Single SDALF [53] 19.87 % — — —
Query MSDALF 20.47 % 22.80 % 14.30 % 4.50 %

PRiSM-II [115] 36.71 % 50.10 % 20.00 % —
HSV + GM 5.70 % 1.61 % 0.67 % 2.50 %

MSDALF + GM 14.53 % 4.79 % 7.00 % 6.00 %
Multiple HSV + HM 34.21 % 13.24 % 13.33 % 4.50 %
Query MSDALF + HM 39.18 % 16.39 % 34.40 % 16.50 %

Proposed : 40.44 % 27.03 % 17.93 % 4.00 %
HSV + SMA
Proposed :

40.32 % 21.73 % 34.33 % 13.00 %
MSDALF + SMA

from the original image masking in Farenza’s work [53]; how to separate the fore-

ground and the background of the images before extracting the image feature, proved

that manipulating the original mask in SDALF can improve the pairing accuracy rate.

In the multiple query pairing comparison, the proposed method with HSV feature

outperforms other comparative methods on the VIPeR dataset. The proposed method

with MSDALF feature ranked the second. Both of these proposed methods are bet-

ter than PRiSM-II by more than 3%. In the case of the CUHK01 dataset, PRISM-II

showed significantly better results than the other methods. This can be because its

images have many occlusions with other pedestrians compared to the other datasets.

Furthermore, since the CUHK01 dataset images are captured at an outdoor scene,

it consists of a large variety of lighting conditions and changes of the illumination

influence in the captured images. Thus, image features may not have been accurately

extracted in the proposed method. For the other two datasets, iLIDS-VID and PRID,

the proposed method with MSDALF ranked the second place with 0.07% and 3.50%

matching accuracy behind MSDALF + HM. The proposed method performed com-

parably with other comparative methods through overall comparison using all the
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Table 4.3: Comparison of matching accuracy with different numbers of images in
two camera views settings on the VIPeR dataset [48]

Pairing Method VIPeR
158 queries 79 queries 40 queries

PRiSM-II [115] 35.90 % 36.70 % 34.50 %
HSV + GM 6.39 % 6.33 % 6.50 %

MSDALF + GM 15.00 % 15.06 % 14.75 %
HSV + HM 34.56 % 33.04 % 33.00 %

MSDALF + HM 39.49 % 40.00 % 39.75 %
Proposed : HSV + SMA 40.25 % 40.20 % 39.25 %

Proposed : MSDALF + SMA 41.01 % 40.38 % 39.75 %

Table 4.4: Comparison of matching accuracy with different numbers of images in
two camera views settings on the CUHK01 dataset [49]

Pairing Method CUHK01
243 queries 121 queries 61 queries

PRiSM-II [115] — — —
HSV + GM 1.56 % 0.82 % 1.74 %

MSDALF + GM 4.44 % 4.30 % 3.77 %
HSV + HM 13.46 % 13.80 % 13.93 %

MSDALF + HM 16.50 % 16.53 % 16.07 %
Proposed : HSV + SMA 26.46 % 28.35 % 29.18 %

Proposed : MSDALF + SMA 22.63 % 22.40 % 22.30 %

datasets.

4.4.4.2 Comparison on different numbers of images

In this comparison study, the non-similar images for query and gallery images were

set and analyzed. The analysis was divided into three subcategories based on the half,

quarter, and one-eighth of the total images, which is similar to the evaluation setting

utilized by Farenzena et al [53]. With the use of four datasets, VIPeR, CUHK01,

iLIDS-VID, and PRID, the proposed methods are compared with the comparative

methods accordingly. Comparison of the Rank-1 matching results were used and
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Table 4.5: Comparison of matching accuracy with different numbers of images in
two camera views settings on the iLIDS-VID dataset [158]

Pairing Method iLIDS-VID
75 queries 38 queries 19 queries

PRiSM-II [115] — — —
HSV + GM 0.80 % 0.26 % 0.00 %

MSDALF + GM 7.33 % 7.89 % 8.42 %
HSV + HM 13.20 % 13.95 % 14.21 %

MSDALF + HM 35.07 % 36.05 % 40.53 %
Proposed : HSV + SMA 18.27 % 18.42 % 19.47 %

Proposed : MSDALF + SMA 35.07 % 36.05 % 38.42 %

Table 4.6: Comparison of matching accuracy with different numbers of images in
two camera views settings on the PRID dataset [50]

Pairing Method PRID
100 queries 50 queries 25 queries

PRiSM-II [115] — — —
HSV + GM 2.00 % 2.80 % 2.80 %

MSDALF + GM 5.80 % 7.60 % 6.80 %
HSV + HM 4.70 % 5.20 % 4.80 %

MSDALF + HM 16.00 % 17.20 % 15.60 %
Proposed : HSV + SMA 4.30 % 4.80 % 6.40 %

Proposed : MSDALF + SMA 13.30 % 15.60 % 14.40 %

tabulated in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for the VIPeR and CUHK01 datasets. Here, the re-

sults show the robustness to the different numbers of query images of the proposed

method compared to the other methods. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the same com-

parison on the iLIDS-VID and PRID datasets. The proposed method outperforms

the other comparative methods for the VIPeR, CUHK01, and iLIDS-VID datasets.

The proposed method with HSV feature (HSV + SMA) ranked the first for the

CUHK01 dataset, and that with Mask-improved SDALF (MSDALF + SMA) also

ranked the first for the VIPeR and the iLIDS-VID datasets. For the PRID dataset,

the proposed method ranked the second after MSDALF + HM. In total, the proposed
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method performs well in the case where the numbers of images are different.

4.5 Discussion

This section discusses more details about the experimental results presented in the

previous Section using additional supporting information from the conducted pre-

liminary experimental results and post-experimental results. The comparisons of

results between the proposed and comparative methods with several discussions on

the relative relation between the pairing approaches are conducted using dataset im-

age characteristics with several elements. Discussing these two results from Sections

4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.2, are essential, especially when utilizing the feature extraction for

measuring the image similarity for person re-identification. The performance of the

proposed method is analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively to validate the proposed

method’s effectiveness.

4.5.1 Quantitative evaluation

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the compu-

tational time for all datasets is evaluated and analyzed. Here, the computational

time is the time dedicated to the pairing, but not the entire process for person re-

identification, following the evaluation in Zhang et al.’s work [115].

Table 4.7: Comparison of computation time

Dataset
Pairing Method VIPeR CUHK01 iLIDS-VID PRID

[48] [49] [158] [50]

PRiSM-II [115] 1.500 s — — —
MSDALF + GM 0.002 s 0.004 s 0.001 s 0.001 s
MSDALF + HM 65.738 s 510.259 s 7.117 s 26.762 s

Proposed : MSDALF + SMA 0.070 s 1.095 s 0.018 s 0.066 s
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The second quantitative evaluation is analyzed using the VIPeR dataset to show the

importance of patch selection. An example of using the four types of image patches

from one image is discussed based on the matching accuracy among all the images

in the VIPeR dataset.

4.5.1.1 Comparison of computational time

The computational time during testing is one of the essential elements in the real

implementation of any system other than storage and transmission rate. Here, the

performance of each method is compared excluding feature extraction and distance

calculation, and by only image matching. The number of images is set to be 316 in

both camera views, which is the same setting as in Zhang et al.’s work [115]. In addi-

tion to the original work done by Zhang et al., the analysis is expanded by randomly

selecting 485, 150, and 200 person images from the other CUHK01, iLIDS-VID,

and PRID datasets respectively. The pairing methods, PRiSM-II, MSDALF + GM,

MSDALF + HM and MSDALF + SMA, are analyzed with these number of images.

The results are shown in Table 4.7. The computational complexity of the proposed

re-identification with SMA is considered to be O(n2), when focussing only on the

pairing process. As discussed in Algorithm 1, the two loops are required in pairing

the male and female based on the preferences. Zhang et al. performed the computa-

tion time study in three-phase processes: image description, entity-matching similar-

ity, and entity-level structured matching. Here, only the entity-matching similarity is

evaluated as the other two are out of the research scope of this thesis.

The computation time or running time is defined as how long the time it takes for

a computer to perform a specific task. This computational time may be misunder-

stood as the typical computational complexity, but the two are different and defined

as a Big O, e.g., O(n), O(N log N), or O(n2). Since the existing analysis was con-

ducted in person re-identification via computation time in Zhang et al.’s work, here,

the computational time between proposed methods and other comparative methods

are compared and analyzed. Here, the second computation time in Zhang et al.’s
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work is suitable to be compared with the proposed method as their entity-matching

similarities T2 could reflect the proposed pairing approach’s computational time. If

the computation complexity perspective is used to discuss the comparative methods’

computation time, GM and HM are O(n) and O(n3), respectively, HM is expected to

require more computation time than GM.

Based on Table 4.2, the proposed method, HSV + SMA, perform at the first rank

with the VIPeR dataset. With the other datasets, CUHK01, iLIDS-VID, and PRID,

the proposed methods HSV + SMA and MSDALF + SMA are at the second rank and

showed comparable results to other comparative methods. The proposed multiple-

query paring with SMA presented an additional advantage for simultaneous image

pairing with various datasets. From Table 4.7, the proposed method using MS-

DALF + SMA showed better performance than that of other comparative methods.

Although MSDALF + GM requires a shorter computation time in Table 4.7, funda-

mentally, in GM itself, once one of the instances is taken away during the matching,

this instance can not be utilized anymore after that iteration is completed. Here, if

one instance in the query is matched with one instance in the gallery, the instance in

the gallery will be deleted from the preference list for the next query instance’s iter-

ation. With this deletion of this instance after one matching instance pair, MSDALF

+ GM is prospected to complete the pairing process earlier than the other methods,

but with less pairing performance in Table 4.2.

Furthermore, the person re-identification task can be solved not only with color fea-

tures but also with other features such as a geometrical and local features. Using

these, MSDALF could yield better performance in matching. Although the proposed

SMA-based pairing method costs O(n2), it is still comparable with PRiSM-II and HM

in computation time. Here, we proved that the image pairing approach plays a vital

role in achieving an excellent matching performance for person re-identification.
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Original Image

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4

Figure 4.4: Example of image cropping from four different regions of a person.

4.5.1.2 Comparison of the selection of image patch

Next, the effect of the image patch by cropping the images is studied with the HSV

color feature. Four regions from the original image are cropped as illustrated in

Figure 4.4. In this preliminary experiment, HSV + SMA is used to compare all

image regions. In the VIPeR dataset, images are mostly captured with noise in the

background. Using one image from the VIPeR dataset as illustrated in Figure 4.4,

we can see that green trees and the black background may negatively influence the

image.

For this, a discussion about the most crucial region of an image to be compared in the

identification context is required. The SDALF work by Farenzena et al. [53] showed

that the division of an image could help the image pairing in the re-identification task.

Realizing that an image has a versatile pixel characteristic in general, in this compar-

ison, based on Figure 4.4, images are cropped as middle, middle-upper, middle-top

one, and middle-top two regions. The middle region of an image delivers the most

distinct characteristic of every instance since all the images in four datasets used in
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Table 4.8: Comparison on Different Cropping Regions using SMA + HSV method

Cropped Matching Rate
Region VIPeR [48]

Original Image 40.44 %
Region 1 45.57 %
Region 2 46.33 %
Region 3 44.72 %
Region 4 45.52 %

this thesis were centered to a person. Nevertheless, the proposed SDALF selection

could face difficulties if the image contains a vast range of illumination or scale. In

Figure 4.3, since region 2 avoided this affected area and produced a good matching

rate, we can conclude that by cropping images, especially with Region 2, we can

achieve the best pairing rate compared to other comparative image regions in Ta-

ble 4.8. This comparison concludes that the image patch or separating images into

regions is one way to gain a better matching.

4.5.2 Qualitative evaluation

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated qualitatively by visualizing the

image masks in example images from the four datasets. This evaluation is essential

for quality checking the gained result in the previous Section’s quantitative evalua-

tion, especially during image feature extraction. The analysis on the visualization of

the mask image could tell and describe the effect of the dataset images on the masked

image with the newly proposed MSDALF compared to the traditional SDALF which

has been discussed in Figure 4.3.

In general, SMA is quite promising in terms of the matching performance since it

allows the image to be re-matched again; SMA allows the matched image pair to be
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(a) VIPeR dataset [2].

(b) CUHK01 dataset [49].

(c) iLIDS-VID dataset [50].

(d) PRID dataset [51].

Figure 4.5: Examples of unsuccessfully masked images (using Mask R-CNN) for
the four datasets used in the evaluation.

re-matched if the current similarity rank for one image is lower than that for an ex-

isting matched image pair. However, although the proposed method with MSDALF

is expected to be the best among all the comparison methods, it ranked the second.

Figure 4.5 illustrates that Mask R-CNN could struggle in providing a good masked
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IA1 :
IB3 IB1 IB2

IA2 :
IB1 IB3 IB2

IA3 :
IB3 IB2 IB1

Similarity

1

Figure 4.6: Comparison of the matching results between the Greedy Matching (GM;
blue rectangular) and the proposed method utilizing SMA (red rectangular). The

rectangulars indicate the matched images.

image for the VIPeR dataset images. Although it performed well in various situa-

tions, some of them were not well masked by Mask R-CNN due to the bad quality

of images. This masking issue will influence the MSDALF feature extraction since

SDALF requires these segmentation masks for splitting the image into three parts:

head, torso, and legs. Mainly, some body parts such as legs are often missed in per-

son image masks. This missing part will decrease the quality of feature extraction.

As a result, the matching rate using the MSDALF feature degrades.

For the iLIDS-VID and PRID datasets, the low color quality of the images could be

the reason why the overall matching rates are not outstanding. On the other hand,

for the VIPeR and CUHK01 datasets, the matching accuracy seems to be better com-

pared to the two previous datasets. The image quality of the VIPeR dataset is accept-

able for the purpose of normal eye observation, but is not acceptable for segmenting

the foreground with the background.

Previous pairing methods such as GM and HM are based on absolute similarity val-

ues, while the proposed method is based on similarity ranking. Figure 4.6 shows the

difference of matching results between GM and the proposed method. In this case,

by focusing only on the absolute similarity score, GM selects high similarity pairs

first IB
3 for IA

3 , and IB
1 for IA

2 . Then it selects a pair for IA
1 from the leftovers IB

2 , which

has low similarity scores. On the other hand, since the proposed method does not

care about the absolute value, but just the ranking, it can select convincing pairs.
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4.5.3 Limitation and further consideration

Regarding the multiple query pairing approach for person re-identification, which

takes the simultaneous image pairing strategy compared to the conventional indi-

vidual image pairing strategy, there are some limitations and considerations for its

development to be taken in the future.

• The proposed method is designed for multiple-query person re-identification

task with SMA based on the Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm [120]. The men-

optimally or women-optimally SMA utilized in the proposed work could cater

for the existing dataset images. However, if the dataset is extended to a larger

size, it could become difficult to pair the images. Therefore, it is recommended

to implement an extension of SMA, proposed by Gusfield and Irwing [165],

with minimum regret and egalitarian element when considering the pairing.

The three elements that could be reconsidered in bringing these ideas into per-

son re-identification are, minimization of the sex-equalness cost, minimization

of the regret cost, and minimization of the egalitarian cost. However, the com-

putation time could increase by one and a half or twice from the original SMA.

• A simple image feature was used for the similarity ranking of the multiple

query pairing discussed in Section 4.3.3. However, expanding the similarity

parameter, with the use of more complex image features, for analyzing the

image ranking as the preference could infer a more reliable image feature ex-

traction process to gain a higher matching rate in the person re-identification

task. There is still room for further improvement of the employed image fea-

ture in the proposed method with a recent deep learning methodology such as

the regression approach.

• Utilizing public dataset images considering as off-line study, is one of the lim-

itations. The implementation of real-time or on-line person re-identification is

needed to be considered as one of the future work. Comparing the effective-

ness on publicly available images and real-time captured images is also needed

to be compared to show the proposed method’s effectiveness.
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• Since person re-identification considers a person as the object for identifica-

tion, a wider range of objects should be considered to ensure the versatility of

the proposed method in various settings.

4.6 Summary

This chapter provided a solution for person re-identification by pairing the person

images from given two viewpoints using the proposed multiple query pairing via

SMA. The proposed method presents a solution to the person re-identification prob-

lem mentioned in Chapter 1. The two viewpoints scenario for obtaining the best

and reliable pairs in identification discussed in this Chapter can be considered to be

expanded into more than two viewpoints. Considering the similarity rank to arrange

the ranking between query image to all available gallery images was conducted care-

fully by selecting the best pair via the SMA, especially with an exploration to the

non-similar image number setting condition. The multiple-query pairing approach

showed its effectiveness in the simultaneous person identification task as one of the

object identification problems for this thesis. Several experiments were carried out to

evaluate the quantitative and qualitative performances of the person re-identification

method. As a result, the proposed method demonstrated to successfully pair the

persons between query and gallery sets simultaneously compared to the traditional

person re-identification.
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Conclusion

This chapter concludes this doctoral thesis. In Section 5.1, the discussion of proposed

methods and their contributions are summarized. Section 5.2 discusses remaining

challenges in this field of research and potential directions for future research. Both

these discussions are towards extending the proposed methods and applications of

the pairing concept in object identification. Lastly, Section 5.3 completes the thesis

with closing remarks.

5.1 Summary

Overall, the research described in this thesis interprets object identification with the

newly proposed concept in object identification, namely pairing, with two Research

topics in the Instance-to-Instance pairing for the object identification. The pairing

concept applied to object identification is defined as obtaining the best pairs for given

input images for various tasks. Applying this pairing concept, mainly for Instance-

to-Instance pairing, this thesis aimed to prove that the proposed concept could be

considered as a new approach worth exploring. As such, an analysis of the pairing

approaches would yield knowledge on considering the instance as multiple choices

of objects, not limited to a person, object, viewpoint, but even more. To discuss

95
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the proposed pairing concept, it was applied to the Research topic of object pose

estimation and person re-identification, related to the sub-category of Instance-to-

Instance pairing.

Chapter 1 discussed the motivation of this doctoral research and gave an overview

on the background of the object identification task and their categorization: Single-

query pairing and multiple-query pairing. Two Research topics were introduced to

study the performance of the pairing approach applied to different applications with

different target objects.

Chapter 2 reviewed existing work in the discussed two computer vision applications;

object pose estimation and person re-identification, thoroughly, by giving a compre-

hensive analysis of the state-of-the-art on these Research topics.

Two actual computer vision tasks were discussed as Research topics 1 and 2 in detail

in the following chapters:

1. In Chapter 3, Research topic 1 considered the ambiguousness of an object pose

estimation. In order to disambiguate by shifting the viewpoint to a better one,

the problem of selecting the next viewpoint rises. The proposed method pro-

vides a solution to this problem by selecting the best next-viewpoint via pose

ambiguity minimization. Experiments with various settings showed that the

proposed method produces a good estimation for the selection of two view-

points observation in comparison to comparative methods. With the use of the

proposed ambiguity scale, the possible next viewpoint from the initial view-

point was analyzed, and accordingly, a next viewpoint that is not influenced by

the ambiguity was proposed. The proposed method showed superiority to the

comparative methods in Mean Squared Error (MSE) for four object categories,

“Airplane”, “Car”, “Mug”, and “Toilet” and the best next-viewpoint selection

method for the “Mug” object. These results showed the effectiveness of the

proposed method using a versatile object.
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2. In Chapter 4, Research topic 2 considered a stable pairing of images in a per-

son re-identification task. Mispairing of image pairs could affect the overall

pairing accuracy in person re-identification. A solution to this problem was

proposed by simultaneous person pairing via SMA considering the person im-

age as an instance of the identification task. By changing several experimen-

tal settings for the numbers of query and gallery dataset images; equal image

number and non-similar image number, the proposed method showed its effec-

tiveness compared to other methods; single-query pairing and multiple-query

pairing approaches.

Further, the two proposed methods introduced in this thesis including the single-

query pairing and the multiple-query pairing, have proved to improve the perfor-

mance of the conventional single viewpoint pose estimation and the single person

pairing re-identification tasks. In addition, these two proposed methods added im-

portant information and a reliable pairing approach to the yielded identification, i.e.,

the Instance-to-Instance pairing approach, which is helpful for the current and future

improvement in existing computer vision applications such as indoor human helper

robots and public surveillance. Meanwhile, both proposed methods showed their

benefits and some drawbacks in the actual implementation.

For Research topic 1, at least two-viewpoints observation could obtain more infor-

mation about the object characteristic compared to the single viewpoint observation.

With the new idea of having an extra viewpoint, single viewpoint object pose es-

timation was upgraded to perform multiple viewpoints pose estimation considering

the pairing approach in the identification can be easily extended to multiple rota-

tional angles of observation instead of the fixed angular viewpoint. However, this

generally applicable method has a few shortcomings in implementing in an actual

situation, and hence might produce error due to the target object’s surrounding or

from occluding objects.

Research topic 2 targeted a higher person pairing accuracy. This method is proven

to effectively and efficiently increase the accuracy of the person pairing from two
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viewpoints. Therefore, the multiple-query pairing approach via SMA, utilizing the

similarity rank as the image preferences, successfully sustains the performance on

pairing the person in various situations even when a rigid setting is applied.

5.2 Remaining Challenges and Future Directions

Some general research directions for the improvement of the pairing approach are

discussed, and some remarks on future steps for the individual research topics are

given. In the end, opportunities for applications built using the proposed metrics are

briefly discussed.

Pairing Approach: Applying the pairing concept to other computer vision appli-

cations than the object pose estimation and person re-identification could be the next

step. Besides, the optimization issue in the pairing, related to when we select the

method for pairing the instances, could be analyzed with a different strategy in each

task. Not to forget about the actual implementation, investigation of the overall pair-

ing concept could also be considered in the future research plan to ensure that the

related online or real-time noise correlation with the pairing accuracy does not sig-

nificantly influence the pairing performance.

Research Topic 1: In this Research topic, five categories of synthetic target objects

were chosen as distinctive objects, rendered and developed from ImageNet [118] for

the category-type problem setting. The objects were selected considering an indoor

scene in order to help impaired people living by themself at home. However, the

selection could be extended to a broader range of objects such as outdoor objects or

factory manufactured objects. Analysis on different experiment settings; sunlight,

variation of sizes, and distance compared to the current settings could be of interest.

With a broader range of objects, the viewpoints are expected to be from multiple
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angles, not relying on one fixed z-axis angle. By expanding this z-axis angular selec-

tion in capturing the new dataset images, the optimization of the training time could

be the next topic to be discussed as it could consume a long time for completing a

network model. For this, an improved network than the utilized one in this thesis

containing a systematic layer could be a new discussion topic in the pose estimation

field.

Averaging of the pose could be considered in the future, as the number of view-

points is increased to more than two. In that case, extension of the derivation of the

probability and the likelihood of viewpoints is needed for analyzing the best next-

viewpoints.

The actual implementation of the proposed single query pairing approach, in a real

robot for confirming the effectiveness of the pose estimation is important for human

daily life use. During observation, a robot arm or camera movement for the exam-

ples, may also introduce noise to the natural object movement. Dealing with the

environmental noise in the image, for instance, is also one of the challenges.

Research Topic 2: In this Research topic, the multiple-query pairing approach was

applied to the identification task. Results on the public pedestrian dataset images

showed that the proposed pairing approach is effective. Interestingly, although a

simple image feature was used during the analysis, it yielded good overall pairing

results. Accordingly, it would be interesting to consider a new image feature or

design a combination of image feature combination, similar to Farenzena et al.’s

work [53].

In the past 50 years, especially for the instance pairing via the Stable Marriage Al-

gorithm (SMA) [120], several works have improved the marriage problem. The

extended works to Gale and Shapley’s by McVitie and Wilson [164] provided a

comprehensive conceptual coefficient option from the original SMA for the identifi-

cation task, which improves the pairing approach. A new problem setting for person

re-identification’s evaluation is anticipated to be discussed with the utilization of a
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specific or extra condition, including the male optimum stable solution, female op-

timum stable solution, and minimum choice stable solution. One way to consider

the limitation in the original work from Gale and Shapley would be looking into the

pairing condition from men to women or vice versa with a more detailed constraint.

Another direction for future research is using multiple camera views, and running

simultaneously in one re-identification scenario. Similarly, the simultaneous use

of various cameras could enhance the research in pairing as it reflects the actual

implementation situation. At the same time, the actual pairing should be performed

in real-time and embedded in a reliable and economical hardware setting.

5.3 Closing Remarks

To conclude the thesis, the following are general findings that can be conveyed based

on the empirical studies that have been presented in the previous chapter. A new

idea of looking at the single-query pairing approach via object pose estimation was

proposed in Chapter 3 as Research topic 1. The proposed multiple viewpoint pose

estimation idea solved the lack of a single viewpoint in estimating an object pose

accurately. The ambiguity scale managed to suggest the best next-viewpoint for

disambiguating the pose for object pose. In Chapter 4, as Research topic 2, the core

assumption that the image pairing approach for available images could improve the

current image pairing even with simple image features was verified via the multiple-

query pairing approach. Even though most current state-of-the-art methodologies

increasingly focusses on deep-learning models, the outcomes of Research topic 2

showed that a traditional approach can provide a comparative image pairing solution

for an identification task.

The studies that were presented in this thesis have been introduced through the new

pairing concept. Outcomes of this thesis provide solutions to different directions of

identification tasks to reach the ultimate goals expressed at the beginning of this the-

sis. Although this doctoral research may only be the first step in fully understanding
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and applying the pairing approach, hopefully, this thesis could contribute to the ad-

vancement of science and knowledge in the fields of Computer Vision and Machine

Learning.

Life is short, make it sweet.
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